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ry A REAL CONTROLLER FREAK DEPT. 

Everybody likes playing video games! They’re fun, fast and more entertaining than most primetime TV programming! 

(Take THAT, According To Jim!) But, like other things that feel good, they can become an obsession. Remember 

how concerned your parents were by all those fan letters you wrote to Tommy Vercetti? So discover whether 

you should check yourself into a 12-step program by asking the tough questions and paying close attention to... 

JOHN CADPWELL—$ 

OT) 

aoe aed 
og & 

om HAVE YOU LEARNED HOW 10 SHAVE 

WITHOUT USING YOUR HANDS? 

DOES YOUR LONGSTANDING LIFE DREAM INCLUDE AN EXTREME SECA MAKEOVER? 

\ * 

LACKLUSTER 
. Video 

D0 YOu HAVE WORE MARIO TATTOOS THAN 
= 

THERE ARE VERSIONS OF THE GAME? HAVE YOU EVER PUT OFF DIALING 911 

> DID YOU EVER CAMP OUT OVERNIGHT IN FRONT 

JUST TO FINISH A GAME OF CRASH BANDICOOT? 

NY OF A VIDEO STORE, JUST TE YoU CURRENTLY STALKING A Y ; 0 BE THE FIRST 10 BUY 

NRE ENIESE GAME DESIGNERS? ; A GAME NOBODY ELSE WANTED ANYWAY? 

WRITER AND ARTIST: JOHN CALDWELL COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 
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T pON'T SEE 

A NUMBER FOR 

MR. STICKY FINGAZ. 
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IS YOUR iPOD FILLED WITH 1.000 HOURS OF 
‘NOTHING BUT VIDEO GAME SOUND EFFECTS? 

THE 13 LEAST ABBICTIVE 
VIDEO GAMES AVAILABLE TODAY 

1 

BS 

‘SUPER MARIO- MUTUAL FUND MANAGER, 

{oRand thert auto 72°(c\ cae | 
3 ow HAVE YOU EVER INSTALLED SURROUND SOUND ON A HANDHELD GAME? 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 



KICKING THE HOBBIT DEPT. | 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA WRITER: DESMON 
a n 

That’s where Our names is Golfclub! Once we >) Bow before the evil Joined by my friends, I’m ona I'm Legolamb, the only action hero I'm 3-foot-4 and | carry a 2-foot I'm Dodo Gaggings, and | want 
the Ring! | mean, I have to get 
rid of the Ring! No, | really want 
the Ring! No, wait, | don’t want 

the Ring! I’m like the Middle-earth 
J-Lo! When this saga started, | was 

I am Spam, Spam | am, Dodo’s 
lifelong friend! I’ve stood by Dodo's 
side through black rider attacks, 

through bitter cold, through hunger, 
through unbearable conditions, 

through fierce...damn! | can’t WAIT 

was Cheeseball! But we strangles 
our best friend, so we could tooks 
our Precious! And for 500 years 

since,we is being on the trail of the ff 
real killer. Is hard being us! We is 

a wide-eyed, wet-faced slobbit with 
a confused expression. Now, I’ve got 

these two scratches on my face. 
In a trilogy this dumb, that counts 
as major character development! 

I'm Dorc General! 
Think | look scary now? 
You should see how 

| look when I wake up 
in the morning! Until | 
hack the intestines out 
of 30 humans and have 
my cup of coffee, I’m 
no good to anybody! 

Behold Gandoof, the all-powerful white 
wizard! Can | fly? Well, no, but I can ride a 
horse! Can | magically blast my enemies? 

Well, no, but | can whack them with a 
big stick! Am | a leader of men? Kind of, 
especially when | shout, “Run! Retreat!” 
Speaking of “Shout,” that’s my lame 
magic for keeping my robes white 
and clean in this big, muddy mess! 

until somebody starts Middle-earth 
Facebook already! | gotta get 
out of here! One more lifelong 
friend like Dodo and they'll be 

measuring me for a 4-foot casket! 

one crazy entity, but we’s divided 
in two, constantly fighting. This 
gimmick provides TWO annoying 

characters you can hardly 
understand for the price of one! 

Elves like myself are immortal. The 
ebbing of time holds no meaning to us. 
Maybe that’s why watching a turtle slowly 

pass gas is more action-packed than 
sitting through my scenes in this movie! 
Both of them! But there's a hidden treat 
on the Two Towers DVD. Find the Easter 

Egg, and you can watch a special 
unused 20-minute scene where | blink! 

of the Dark One! 
I am Sorehead, 
the single most 

powerful creature 
in all Middle- 
earth! There’s 
only one thing 

that can stop me. 
A 6,000-gallon 
vat of Visine! 

The other elves ask 
me, “Elbow, do you 

fear the coming war?” 
Are they kidding? In 

just one year, | had to 
act opposite Liv Tyler 
and Keanu Reeves. 
Death can’t possibly 
come soon enough! 

. quest to claim my rightful 
ga) throne and be reunited with my 

true love! Why do | suddenly 
have the urge to sing “Hakuna 

| Matata”? The crown has passed 
from such legends as Elendil 
the Tall, Valandil the Faithful, 

and Isildur the Swift. 
And now, me — Peppercorn 
the Unwashed and Unshaven! - 

a) Yass 

= y 

The soldiers say, 
“Baggybuns, 

you're too small 
to join us in hand- 
to-hand combat!” 
But they're wrong! 
| survived several 
years working as a 

hall monitor! 

ever to get called “sissypants” by Clay 
Aiken! A lot of purists don't like the 

way I've become some kind of Xtreme 
skateboard warrior onscreen! But 

| there's not a single moment that isn't 
100% in keeping with the original 

sword. Think I’ve got any psycho- 
logical issues to work out? In the 
original books, I’m the dignified 
representative of a dying race. In 
these movies, I’ve been dumbed 
down to a “Tickle Me Gimmicki” 

you’re wrong, 
| Gimmicki! As the 

) director of these 
films, I don’t 

consider a short, | 
fat, hairy little 

Tolkien books. “ 

is my motto. Now scope me while 
Respect the work” 

| railslide into a totally sick crooked 
grind, and acid drop that dorc's butt! 

Fear not, Baggybuns! 
I shall carry you 

astride my horse as 
we ride into battle! 
Hey, I’m no fool! 
As long as I’ve got 

you sitting up front, 
you block 80% of the 
arrows coming at me! 

Dp 
As the king, if I'm going to 

send my army to get killed, it 
would be ungallant for me to 

hide in my safe palace! 
A true leader must take up the 

sword and place himself in 
the same mortal danger as his 
own people! Now THAT'S why 
this story is a total fantasy! 

who cracks corny jokes. But it’s 
tough to maintain artistic vision 

troll to be the 
: comic relief! 

i J To me, you're the 
7 sex symbol! 

piece of storytelling! | play Pimple, 
a midget who finds a magic ball in 
the water next to a talking tree, 

which lets the giant evil eyeball fry 
my brain. Proud? Um...on second 
thought, | think I'll tell my children 
that Daddy works at Burger King! 

See 

om 
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All we have to eat is this 
tasteless dry bread, which is 

crawling with teeny mealygrubs 
and wrapped in dirty leaves. 
Here, you can take mine! 

What a pal! What a pal! 

Where's Aspercreme? Doesn't it strike Not to me, it doesn’t! We've got 
: anyone as odd $35 DVDs to sell! And that’s why 

~ | Where’s who? Oh, you mean } | that the final fate we shoot a dozen extra scenes 
| the super-evil wizard who of the #1 villain in for the completist fanboy 

created the army to destroy | | these movies gets suckers — | mean, lovers of 
us? The one who almost totally blown off cinema — to drool over! So if 

/} with an obviously | | you want to see what I like to call 
in the tower. Yeah. Up | patched-in line “the lost Aspercreme sequence,” 

there. That's where he is! @ of exposition? |} be sure to preorder now! 
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I am the Witch-King of What's really ee We've lost half 
Angrymaw! Some know me believable! unbelievable is % | our army! The 
as the Lord of the Fazool! 200,000 that not one of _ +9 invaders are here! 
Still others speak of the dorcs these hammer- 

Greatest of the Nine! But you marching heads happens 
can call me N. Diddy! Now, to glance to his 

follow me to the city of men! right and spot us! jp 
T 

Yum! Fishes are much tastier thans slobbit bread! || Poor 
Yeah, and we gets seconds! You fat pig, it's like Cheese- 
you're eating for two! Forgets the fish, let’s talk ball. I've 
about our Precious! We must gets our Preciousss! |] never 
Shhh! Do you thinkings maybe we should move this | | seena 
conversation more than ten feet away from the creature 
slobbits? Nah! What are the chances that some- | like 

body with gigantic ears could possibly overhears us? him! 

You must relin- 
quish the throne! 
You are merely 
the caretaker 
king! You were 
never actually 

chosen to be the 
true leader! 

Me neither! But his 

| schizophrenic baby 
talk does remind 

| me a lot of Michael 
Jackson trying 
to explain what 
went on out at 

Neverland Ranch! 

Yeah, but five-ninths 
of the Middle-earth 
Supreme Court 
picked me, so 

nyah-nyah-nyah! 
$300 tax cuts for 

everybody! Mission 
accomplished! 

Hmmm! Maybe that 
“letting them all run past / 

us” strategy wasn’t as sharp |— » | 
as we originally thought! | | 



Gyaahh!! That 
horrible, high- 
pitched dragon 
shriek! | haven’t 

heard anything like | 
it since! caught |} 
Celine Dion's 
Vegas show! 

Gandoof! 
How did you 
know that |} 
you could 
chase away 
the dragons 
with a beam 

I flick the lights on 
in the kitchen, 

they go running! 
If it works on them, 

I figure it could 
work on dragons! 

VY <& 

Master 

and ordering 
me to leave? 

oldest and dearest friend. | 
It makes perfect sense! 

, 

i Fo eas ed i ye 

Here, Peppercorn! 
The Sword of Advil has 
been reforged. You can 
use this to summon the 

Yeah, a big one! 
Why didn’t you just 
tell me the exact 
same thing, way 
back in the first 
movie? Nailhead! 

You mean I’m not allowed to 

Dodo, Yes, I’ve decided to trust climb straight up a sulphurous 
you're the crazy-eyed, schizo- black mountain anymore? 

listening to phrenic, bald-headed | have to go home? And eat 
Cheeseball, little freak over you, my some real food? And sleep 

in a bed? Hee hee! Oh, um, 
that was a giggle of sadness! 

a 

LUNs) 
x ‘Ss 
‘py sie’ 

Ls 

I've put my son’s life 
in mortal danger, 

just like Will Smith 
in After Earth! My 

phony-baloney kingdom “It's better than yours.” 
is collapsing! Come, | Damn right, it's better than yours. 

Pimple, sing a soothing |) I can teach you, 
song to distract me! | but I have to charge. 

My milkshake... 
brings all the boys to the yard, 

And theyre like... 

I have to 
oy admit, 

|} that 
| certainly 
took my 
mind off 
things! 

wa 

The horses 

are restless 

tonight! 
a baat 

There are half a million lonely 
soldiers in this movie and just three 

| girls! The horses SHOULD be restless! 

yl 
| bel ot A =i 

| This is a fight we cannot win! We face overpowering odds! 



Aarrghh! I’ve been crushed to Zero No, no, I mean there’ve been no casualties 
death by an armored elephant! casualties That’s impossible! that MATTER. A hundred thousand warriors get 

It’s the very same way my father | just saw thirty slaughtered, but the 12 main good guys combined 
don’t even chip a tooth! Gee, | wish I had died...and his father before him! soldiers get pulped 

by a boulder! more than two lines of dialogue...GAAAHHHH!!! f) Damn! What are the odds of that? | — Wh ir! 

Whaddaya mean, “us”? I’m an Academy zh. Noooo! First we lets the Gandoof fell off a cliff, Is this truly the end? 
© /| spider eats up Dodo! Then but then he came Nay, the journey Award-nominated actor. I’m talking about 

‘| we waits! Then we’s fish the back. Peppercorn fell doesn’t end here. YOUR journey, shrimpy! The one that’s going 
to take your typecast ass to every comic book off a cliff and he came There is another 

of spider poop! Our plan back. Now Golfclub path, one that convention, sci-fi fest, car show and fan 
was foolproofs! Disgusting, falls off a cliff and all ye must take! cruise for the next 30 years! Mini Me is going 
but foolproofs! Us ATTACK! HE’LL be back, too! ff ‘ : to see more scripts than you slobbits will! So 

Oops— we’s aimed Who wrote this dumb And where shall the give more of those annoying TV interviews 
a little high! Never lunge story, J.R.R. Tolkien ._| journey take us, || about your moronic Fellowship tattoos now. 
at a 3-foot-tall target! or Wile E. Coyote? Gandoof the Wise? After this, your glory days are so over! 

Precious out of a big piece 

Now, we will Woo hoo! After eight hours of this videogame movie, |_ Good points! But don’t forget 
Army |] distract the I’m more than ready for a suicide mission! But how Sorehead’s strategy! Apparently, it’s to 
of the # all-seeing Eye do we know Dodo's anywhere near the correct spot? completely burn and ravage every 
Dead! of Sorehead Besides, locating the Ring is the one crucial element square inch of the world, killing every- 
Thanks by, um, of Sorehead’s plan. It’s the single most important one in it! Then he'll be in charge of 

for standing out- thing in his life! Why would anything we do distract everything that’s left. Namely, nothing! 
side his door! him in the slightest from tracking Dodo? So, he’s not a “big picture” kinda guy! 

. ‘at | iJ Oy igen 
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Sti 
Cheeseball thought a ring 
would solve his problems, |i=u=ssuee 
but he still wound up being = i 
destroyed. Just like Kobe! | 
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Whenever we’s ner- YEOWWWIIT 
vous, we Start biting I've heard of giving 
nails. We thinks we'll | | somebody the finger, 

start with yours! but this is ridiculous! 

Sure, she’s hot now, 

dude. But she’s still Enjoy yourself, 
All right, so maybe it’s 

iling, || freak! I've got id. q And now, you sh 
wrong to stand here, an - eS a throne and only 2,778 years atl >| be known as — 
watching three midgets a beautiful Watch out, Peppercorn: | Of the Elves as Legolamb's 
same bed, bouncing on top female elf, and Elf chicks tend to = around! 

“hit the wall” by their 

2,800th birthday! 
of each other in slow motion. 

Just be glad I’m wear
ing 

these long, roomy robes! 

ay... 

only one needs pS 

reupholstering! 

ve 

Looks 

nd a ie ge 2 “s 

It should’ve been, Hold on! Most movies Ff. | hope the 
going to Peppercorn yeah! But we just || Apparently || these days are}} screenwriter leave. on our |] like Gan- movies! 
put my just got to be || couldn't leave this that 100 minutes, || does a better |] Forever. honey- doof’s }j Six end- 
hands King! Every- part out. Finally, || wasn’t the tops. This job with this Boat. moon, not the ings! Nice 
around body bowed after three years ending, puppy just story than |] Why? why did || only one editing 

two pints, |} down to us! of swords and either! clocked 9 Billboard No idea. |] you call around job, fat- 
one way Wasn't THAT # rings and dragons, || How long }j hours! So we and I No expla- me here boy! And 
or the {supposed to be ff] SOMEBODY finally || does this || deserve about did with nation. "Master witha they calls 
other! the ending? gets some action! six endings! Very sad! |} Dodo"? beard! US schizo! these books! 

i aos i% 



Cy CARS AND DEFECTS DEPT. 

By our judgment, watching other drivers pick their nose has dropped to #2 on 
the list of the most annoying things you can see while waiting at a red light! | | e@5 ND — —F SS a XQ) b SS eI 
What’s #1? It’s those god-awful bumper stickers announcing someone’s = =o ~— | OS™ ) fs eee =F a a 

son/daughter/whatever has been named Honor Student at Such-And-Such sf x )|-/ 5 =r a : 
School! Who gives a flying rat’s patootie, especially since none of our readers 
are honor students anyway? For them and their proud parents, we suggest 
they polish up the bumper on the ’ol Dodge Neon and slap on a few of these... —— 
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MY CHILD PORTRAYED AN 
HONOR STUDENT we | i 
IN A SCHOOL PLAY ; Hy SS 

AND HIGH 

ee = = = - was Ritalin-Taker 

“ the Month 
at Nosh Central Tech 

a | CHILD was orricianty =| AMR My Child Would Have Been the 
CLEARED OF ANY WRONGDOING Student of the Month ; AFTER, LMADE A Hn rN F aV-CHIED 

AT PS. 207 yen Grudge Against Him and Gave “{ STUDENT OF THE MONTH uccessfully Passe 
Him a “B” Instead of an“A” The Witch! RAW AT ST BOBS P PREP . Through the Metal Detector 

y at Southeast Junior High + 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 7 



THE SHAPE OF ZINGS TO COME DEPT. 

A MAD LOOK AT... 

ISA THE FUTURE 
DELAY ON THE 8:36 A.M. PEOPLE-MOVER INVASION OF ISOLATED SPACE FUELING STATION BY OUTLAW MONOGYRO GANG 
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RIPS TO OUT-OF-STYLE ORIGINAL ARTIFICIAL LAWN TURF 
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TECHNICAL BREAKDOWN OF PEOPLE-RECYCLING PLANT 
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| HAON T TI SHOVLD 
peed a Pace aA fe 7 ties MY APPOINTMENT AND HAD To BE RUSHED To 

(Ee You DON’T HAVE ANYTHING SOONER } HOPE You DONT ITS ace 

THAN FOUR YEARS FROM Now, CAlY , FAVE CASH ON You. TAM ic wnst 
eameinntn T LEAST THE MEDICAL WORKERS 

<qmmm, You A R RIFLE QUR TIME 
m MAKE tT He Roved Your SOWE 

LATER (N Be POCKETS. CANT FINISH 
Ae A POKER GAME 

1 WAS 

PROBES 

Do You WANT 

YouR ENEMA 47M 

EVENTUALLY 1W 
FoR RELAX 
THERAPY , 

BYE, SORRY 

R 

ARouT THE ANAL 

ANP Don'T FORGET 

BEEN To THE DOCTOR IN AcouPLE 

"THE MORNING 
ro 

THEY MISDIAGNOSED ME AND 

ie nee To A“HoME” FoR REST. 

DO You HAVE ANY 
ASPIRIN ° YoU KNOW 
THEY DROPPED ME 

OWN MY HEAD |N 

4} wa] 

AS SENT TO ANOTHER “Home ” 
ING ANS AFTER SOME DRVG 

ELEASED GN MY OWN RECOGNIZANCE, 

_. DIDN'T HAVE 
m ANY 

UNFORTUNATELY | WAS OVERCOME WITH! A 
CREEPING ILLNESS JUST THREE YEARS BEFORE 

ON ToP OF THAT, SOMEONE MISPLACED my FILE 
Se | WAS INADVERTENTLY TRANSFERRED Te,’ 
A MAXIMUM SECURITY CORRECTIONAL 

FACILITY AN? SPENT TWO YEARS IN SoziITaRy 
CONFINEMENT. 

WHAT Do THEY 

FEED THESE RATS 
AROUND HERE 2? 
THEY FEEL : 
AWFYULLY 
SKINNY . 

m THE ER. 

Lhd YM 

BY THE TIME.| GoT HOME IT, WAS Just ARouT 
TIME FoR MY REGULAR, BocTORS AP PolNTMENT. 

THIS\S ACALL ABouT 

THE APPOINTMENT You aS 
HAVE WITHA DOCTOR 

ie A pa a <a 
THE DocTo ONT 8 

} Me a oe BE AVAILABLE So 
: WERE RESCHEDULING 

You FoR TUESDAY FouR. 

{can’t 
BELIEVE THEY 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 



YOU BLABBING AT 

vor PARTY LAST NIGHT 

THAT I'M IMPOSSIBLE TO 

DEAL WITH UNTIL | HANE My 

MORNING CUP OF COFFEE! 

T 2 le 

BESIDES, 
It'S A ROTTEN 
STINKING LIé! 

WRITER: DAVE BERG 

——| WHAT RIGHT DO 
YOU HAVE TO TELL 
ANYONE ANYTHING 

Seer: ABOUT MY 
PERSONAL HABITS! 

Here, dear... 
have your morning 

cup of coffee! 

ARTIST: AMANDA CONNE
R 

AN INTERNET BANNER AD YOU SHOULDN’T CLICK ON 

Who Needs Air Miles? 4 

CRISCO 

CLICK ON THE 
TUB OF LARD 

WRITER: JOHN FICARRA — ARTIST: BOB STAAKE 

Mm KAPUTNIK! TS 
\. ROGER HOME? 

HE’S OUT 
IN BACK. 

eat 

WRITER: DAVE BERG ARTIST: DOUG HOLGATE 

CR wel ety 

Vette 
ith BE! 

a | Lf) 

aoe iy) Which of the 4 choices best 
completes this phrase? 

1.TH__ 

2. SCHOOL LUNCH 
MYSTERY ME__ 

3. YOUR SISTER, 
THE BR__ 

. MIKE MYERS’ 
ARTIST: PAUL COKER CAT IN THE H 

WHATS MY WISH? 
WELL... SYRUP WOULD 

BE GooD foe 
STARTERS. 

Hl, ROGER! 
WATCHYA WANNA 

DO TODAY? 

= 
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z 
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WHY? WHAT DID 
| OO WRONG? 

THE BEAVERTONS MOTOR MUTTS 
ITS JUST THAT \ HOW COULD THAT YOU'RE BE? | JUST HAD 
CRAGGING THE WHOLE ©, SOMETHING! CHECKED Our! 
COME TAKE A 

NIDA SS@0) 
Won't you Please Sive One of our needy cats Or kittens a loving home? Kitty Rescue 555-6632 

HI, I'M MUFFIN 

1M BLUEBELL 
Os. Si 

blue eyes, shies children and th en dart outside first Chance | Set and never be seen again. | 

ee NAME IS MOON oe “M0.-old longhair, Imp he "ial dalek I've got a wond és ick coat which you’ se Pri) for all of two seconds 9 a Out of the cat Carrier under your bed 2 Where /'II remain when- ever anyone js home for the next six years, 

“Yrold calico wi 

WRITER: SCOTT MAIKo 

FIELDER'S CHOICE 13 
T> 

HOW CAN you 
SAY IT’S 
NOTHING 
SERIOUS?! 
[7S VERY 
SERIOUS! ! 

IT’S NOTHING SERIOUS! 
IT LOOKS LIKE YOUR 
TRAILER? H/7CA \5... 

WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL GILLIGAN 

VIDEO GAME 
FIELDER’S CHOICE 13 mabe By GUNKOTRONIX 
We're not among the people who think a video game about 
baseball has to be exactly the same as it is in the big leagues, 
but we found five big problems in FC73 

This game has seven bases, and a batter is out after just one strike. 

The pitcher throws a football instead of a baseball. 

The between-innings car chases have good graphics, but 
what's the point? 

Any player who makes an error is attacked by zombies who rise 
up from the playing field. 

In this game, the Chicago Cubs can actually make it to the 
World Series. 

In short, we like playing this game, but it reminds us too much of 
GunkoTronix’s other sports game, Hamsters Playing Hockey With Pineapples. 

$2,500-A-MONTH NEW YORK CITY 
STUDIO APARTMENTS 

ISNUY 4431 “ULM 

WRITER: DAVE BERG ARTIST: BACHAN 

Yano 1109s ‘1SiLUy 

GARAGE 
FOR YOUR 

NEW HYBRID 
FH 

RATING: 
One Star (out of a possible 73) 

No, I'm exercising my 

eyeballs by reading clothes 

WRITER AND ARTIST: 

labels as they spin by. 

ADAM RUST 

No, my clothes have been 

very well behaved, so I’m 

rewarding them with a ride 

on this water carousel. 

Laundry? | thought these 

machines were blenders! 

I'm making a smoothie 

in number 3! 

Va 

NARA 

rol SUPE 
eUSFONS 

WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN ARTIST: BRIAN SMITH 

SN Ane pOURIOWN 
Se NINE DY AANI SWE RIRIERE! 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL JAFFEE 



ON A 

SATURDAY 

AFTERNOON 

It's my three-year-old kid! 
All he ever wants to do is 

play “Piggyback’’!! 

“Piggyback, Da, Da! PIGGYBACK!!” Hmmm! That guy ought to be ashamed 
of himself! Imagine! A grown man 
refusing to play “Piggyback” with 

his own three-year-old son!! 

| tell you—I| can’t stand 
it any longer!! 

26 WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



ical i it 
i identical item for less a 

i 
ices around. If you find an | 

ee ecil 

pesucbeps en
ema price until it’s higher than 

ours — gual 
a 

— 

OUR LOW PRICE 
egal 

les is very adame
nt abo e low 

oul store, we
 will strong-arm 

them into J 

d in a meeting, bored on 
, ether bore 

You never know when you'll nae call, or bored at your ie Now 68% Tetanus-free! 

need a spare part! nothing beats bending pap tho ey 25 

pret eh YO 425 tonass vor ante 29 
in li in 

a super-thin line presse es 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 

a page so hard that it ne
arly 

tears right through! 
A 99 

ARTIST: SCOTT
 BRICHER 

Get rid of obnoxious clients and 
customers by slipping this CD into the 
office sound system. Tested and approved 
by U.S. military psy-ops at secret prisons, 
this amazing 20-song CD features selections 
from Barney the Dinosaur, Ted Nugent, 
Barry Manilow, Celine Dion, and a bonus 
Christmas medley with all four. : 9 95 

Whether you want to 
lose weight or simply 
staple some papers, 
this is the only item 
that will do both. 

Our Sleazy Button shouts our 
slogan whenever you push it! Now 
you can pay to advertise for us! 
Thanks, suckers! 99 

(seriously!) 

Need to get into the CEOQ’s safe, but 
forgot the combination? You'll rest easy 
with Jim-E-Lock! 

| Qvy > 

“4 



Navajoto-Bulgar
ian 

ee book & dic
tionary | 

Chicken BLAME- SHIFTING 
ou forthe) | aman 

Soup: SUCCESS Unemployed ww we 

AWGN SUSU, 
COLD, HEARTLESS 

: fe YOUR SPOUSE 
7 ee aie F imei ‘Y WITH A 
ave you ever been in a Navajo reservation —- a 

restaurant and can’t recall the Bulgarian wae AMT CUMBERSOME 
translation for “I would like the salmon | Ih 
filet”? We haven’t either, 
but why take that chance? 0 
592 pages, clothbound i ay 5 

AT-HOME BUSINESS 

TEE ace op op Includes bonus January 2004 For some reason, we had a surplus of 
wrong with wee vee ° ve v vex pages for even easier May 17th pages from appointment books, 

the disturbing, estes a. and we’re passing the savings on to you! 
anti-technology R iT 60 anal re ~ 58) ' 
ramblings of | \ eam | ce la : » Mayl7 
Ted Kaczynski! We been | BB} | 5 

hum 22° the Price at store 
Tace,» where it's a lot 

more expensive: 
$17.5 {* 

Our price: 

Not all office correspondence is important. The vast .3597 SIG semi-automatic, mid-range trajectory with 125gr 
majority is pretty trivial, in fact. When you don’t care JHP and top-mounted scope. (5-day waiting period required.) 
how it looks, the as *Staple remover/cauterizing kit sold seperately. 

Smudge-Jet 
is an affordable 
alternative. 

Price on Tatooine: 
2/8 credits 

Our price: O OY 



7 — — Batteries/Vowels | Gammon, gray coy gin, J 
not included SSI 

BaEQOaQoooaae 
(2 Z x CR VI BIN IM a ee 

een ata SI 

NIETZSCHE 
ay no clear and 

-alm 
fet WOFld of id age tena eas a se pe eanizing arcgular shee our 

See thing is to be hag pee 

m Sr 
ent. AS : Pr 

any mon ss 

iste 
for a pack 

You'll always remember the 
information on these memos after 
they’re permanently glued to your 

j eee ee nen 12 fortuntony= 99 computer screen, bulletin board or desk! 

Mead 30-Subject Notebook lunch is fun again! 1 1 

- : 

Now you can easily 
add papers to your 
19-Ring Binder! You'll never 

need Umber 

/° 

Preserve childhood 
memories with paint 
that will never fade 
from the canvas, 
or your 
hands. 59 5* a a : 

aay 

Tavecigtf ~ 
Ad 

LS R 4 
thea ig 

ca 

e 

The easiest way to forget 
More space = The essence of chalk dust and what you were studying! 
more learning! = sandalwood will make you 

i ee the boy every girlin class #7" Paynte: 
99 os will desire. For today. TV /EANTASY 

e For the semester. 

*Not responsible for 
any massive paper cuts 
that may result. 

For eternity. 4 5 QO Wee. 50) SAVE $4.50 
fora 12-pack Don’t buy these! 



Wear it like you would a ring, and pick up pesky dust specks, 
and those little stray bits of paper that fall out after you rip a 
page from a spiral-bound notebook. Ideal for election workers 
with excess chads. 

Requires 2 “Z” batteries 

(non-existent). 

og 
each heavy stones is a snap! 

a0 

CARS TOWED, °° 

PREMISES 
ARE GUARDED BY 

THIS SIGN 

Why spend all that time chewing your 
pencils when we can save you the work? 
Box of 12 — What can you do with » 

———— a bag of pencil 
shavings? It would be 
better to ask what you 
can’t do with them, 
since it’s a much 
more interesting list. 

Our price: Our orice: 

Price at Sotheby’s if the same 2 e 5 1 38 | 
pencils were owned and chewed by Price at 
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis: $10,000 per pack Office Hax: $1.49 

The outside is made of 100% 
Redwood; the inside is lined 
with Dolphin skin. 
Manufactured in 
Thailand by children 
making 57 cents an 
hour. A portion of the 
profits are donated 
to the tobacco industry. 

Now, storing those huge, 

Small, randomly thrown-in items, such as 
paper clips, pushpins, rubber bands, pens, 
pencils, erasers, etc. A confusing mess, 
just like your top desk drawer. Normally 
takes months to accumulate such clutter. 

Number of items 
per box varies 



sume’ WILLY NILLY 

i aawest] 
PATTY i Beaur LEST A wh 

pe yy nN 2 [LEO 
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i eo @ qe! 
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WRITER: NATE NEAL ARTIST: JACOB CHABOT 



32 

WRITER: JEFF KR : U ARTIST: BOB STAAKE 

DRIPLEY'S 

BELIEVABLE 

MUSEUM 
springfield, Mis

souri: pe 

amazed as you SE€ 2 ike 

MT fen fa cat born with 

four legs and one head, a photo 

of a rock shape
d exactly like a 

stone, and much, muc
h more. 

: 
itorium 

There's also a small au
di 

where you can watch films about 

i i has the 
-incredible people, sucn 2 

mee emorized his entire 

THE 
DINO PITS 

Watonga, Oklahoma: The Dino 
Pits were formed long, long 
ago, in 2003, when a truck 
carrying stuffed toy dinosaurs 
crashed into a truck carrying 

man who m : 

phone number. The gift “nee ay teehee ean ect 
prone nue, Te fe : sa T-Rex bones or bubbling tar, just many erin SO eae a big, sticky mess on the side of 

the road. You might enjoy this 
spot if you like flies, however. 
There's lots of those. 

“you Will Believe.” Well, we can't 

argue with that. 

OPTOMETRIST 
LAND 

Akron, OH: A theme park devoted 

to those guys who make you 

read eye charts? Yes! Tour guides 

dressed as optometrists lead 

visitors on a tour of current and 

antique eye charts. A newly- 
opened wing spotlights eye 
charts from around the world. 

Park guests may take the tour 

twice — once with their left eye 

closed and once with their right 

eye closed. The gift shop only 

sells eyeglass frames, lenses and 

contact lenses, but when you 
make your choice, you have to 

wait about an hour. 

THE 
SUPERMARKET 
EXPERIENCE 

Henderson, Nevada: This i - 
active, 3-D attraction es 
visitors in a modern retail 
food setting, where they push 
metal carts through aisles 
displaying products that can 
be held, examined, and even 
purchased! Okay, it’s really just 
ae ee supermarket, 

is one 
$7.50 to get in. eiare ee 

BROCCO-FEST 
Happy Valley, Oregon: Every 

veer thie festival pay
s tribute 

to the world’s least-favorite 

vegetable. Visit over 50 booths 

run by folks who have 

nothing better to do than 

make stuff out of broccoli.
 

You can try broccoli pie, 

broccoli ice cream, even 

broccoli dog food. 

Also, each year, they honor a 

young lady as “Miss Brocco- 

Fest,” and you really don't 

want to see her. The festival 

mails out color broc
hures 

every January, So if you get 

one in the mail, do not let 

your parents see it. 

TAPWATER 
WORLD 

Ocean Beach, Florida: 
; The Least-Exciting Wee 
in North America,” Tapwater 
World actually brags about hav- 
ing the world’s shortest water 
Slides. All of them are about six 
feet long, don't twist around and end up ina small ditch filled with tapwater (that's where the 
name comes from). Our advice: stay home and take a long soak 
in your tub — you'll j mucha, ees 

33 



2 54 ENLARGINAL THINKING DEPT. 
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ergio Aragones’ “marginal” cartoons — ¥ Gun 

ing size he submits them to us! Nine out <ait 

th one is more of a Newsweek fan!) 
Enjoy this extra-large collection of S 

printed here in the same eye-pamper 

of ten ophthalmologists approve! (The ten 
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DAGGER DEPT. 

WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 37 



ry IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. 

B00 Planet TAD!!!!! 

[4 December|04:27pm] 

[mood| curious] 

[7 December|03:43pm] 

[mood| A irritated] 

[10 December|05:19pm] 

[mood| anxious] 

[12 December|08:32pm] 

FRANKSI 
WHAT'D you 
po To your 

wAiet 

[16 December|05:39pm] 

[18 December|06:52pm] 

[mood| excited] 

[19 December|03:17pm] 

[mood| annoyed] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL 

[About Me] 

[Name|Tad] 

[Age|Hannah younger than Montana] 

[Weight on Mars:|51 Ibs, but if I 

were on Mars, I'd probably be dead 

ay 
r ENN 

| AT WORLD'S END: 
NOT REAL 

[12 December|07:45pm] 

[15 December|02: 

ARTIST: BRIAN DURNIAK 

BIGGER, 
BOLDER, 
BLONDER, 



40 

(A) RETRACTABLE 
DRESSING ARMS 
PASTE DISPENSING 
TOOTH BRUSH 
WITH SPIT VACUUM 

(C) LULLABY SPEAKERS 

(D) BUILT-IN HEAD 
MASSAGERS 

| ALARM CLOCK, THE “BEDHEADS” SPEAKERS COVER YOUR 
|EARS AND QUIETLY PLAY LULLABIES TO KEEP YOU 

| PASTE DISPENSING TOOTHBRUSH CLEANS YOUR PEARLY 
| | WHITES. WHEN ITS DONE THERE'S NO NEED 70 SPIT. 

| THERE'S A MINI VACUUM ATTACHMENT TO GET RID OF IT. 

| RATHER THAN BEING WOKEN UP BY YOUR MOM OR A BLARING | 

ASLEEP MEANWHILE, THE “BED HEAD” DOES ALL THE WORK | | 

(E) BRUSH, COMB ARM 

(F) ALARMLESS CLOCK 

© CD PLAYER 

(H) DOWN FILLED 
PILLOW 

if SS =H a”, W 

| OUTFIT FOR THE DAY. SPECIAL SMELL ANP COLOR CODING 
| SENSORS MAKE SURE YOU LOOK SHARP AND ONLY WEAR | 

WRITER AND ARTIST: BRENT ENGSTROM 

| | LET THE RETRACTABLE COMB GET ANY UNWANTED 
| |}7ANGLES OUTOF YOUR HAIR. FINALLY, WHEN THE “BEDHEAD™ 

| HAS GOTTEN YOU ALL READY FOR SCHOOL, IT GEWTLY NUDGES 
| | YOU AWAKE AND SENDS YOU OFF WITH A PAT ON THE HEAD. 

\ 

\ 

ZEEE 
LA 



PLEASE PHRASE YOUR ANSWER 
ASA Ones fe] 5 SESKEsOM PEF: 

Ask for categories 
that aren't there. 

Let’s take a look at our categories: Okay, I'll 
Potent Potables, History, French take the 

Painters, Opera, Quotes and comic 
National Monuments. Stan, strip 

you're our returning champion, “Nancy” for 
so we'll begin with you. a hundred. ) 

Stan “ARTIST: DAVID O*KEEFE 
WRITER: RICKY SPRAGUE 



, Buzz in every time, even if you don't know the 
answers — especially if you don’t know the 

~ answers! Then demand that Alex “double check” 

Our returning champion Okay, thanks, Stan. Let's Um, cute, Cindy. : g - : : : 

is Stan Mulgrew, a law | Well, Alex, either that or it'll help me buy plenty ] move on to our next . Anyway, you work t E 5 ee SS ee No, I'm sure it was Eli 

student at Stanford. | of extra pairs of glasses from LensCrafters! contestant, Cindy Chalmers at an insurance data pro- ‘ te . . ; ofthe United v incorrect, Whitney! You got an 

bet your winnings will Between tapings yesterday | stopped in and of Easton, South Carolina. i company, | cessing ae : States | . encyclopedia or at 

go a long way to BOOM! - | had a new pair of glasses in about So, Cindy, | see here that where you- ums i thing back there? 

helping pay enireae. an hour! And at a reasonable price! A you have three children — a & 

, Bring along a sock puppet to jam Dp Bing in with titles How about hat is : iT ing wi ister!” ; Phrase your responses a Vring along pupp | & ~~ from the Jerry i Y P 
e if | 

erson 

Would you believe m 
be Edward | | told you that the p 

to whom the answer 
given refers to is none 

{ other “a Tom Waits? 

; qi i. what are “Klan- hate my sexy - _ z 
answer all the questions. Spr mger Show. sulnee Wars”? frontation”? ee &. _as smart-ass questions. Might it 

These are the Goshers, Mr. Alex, | And don't give ois ve 
primary units that’s wrong, but | 
for measuring ; bet he meant to say, | 

electrical resistance 

| a ae pega = sie. Kis fare : Sn vee Bei PFrance? fim 
Fr 

P . Mention your friends’ @ “a Append all your responses With mumuums G ‘| ; a f { nsult the consolation es: _ names in the answers. | a clever nickname for Alex. - a F ) prizes: SE ee es ee ee ee es ee paves Waren Bad ae ES 

Johnny Gilbert, tell Our eat runner-up And our second Oooo, SIX pieces of crap! Hey, Al, can 
us what our second- will receive a year’s runner-up will receive you have this Johnny Gilbert explain to 

and third-place supply of Mentos! a complete set of us why the second- and third-place 
contestants will be — artman luggage! aa 7. Sen don’t get to keep the money 
taking home today. That's crap! THEY eamed playing ble ahupit game? 

Who is Christopher Who were What is Who was Albert 
Columbus, for he Brooklyn the Einstein, my 

whom the city of i ___| Dodgers, Mr. martini, Canucklehead 

Columbus, Ohio is > | Mustache? nee friend? 

named, which is ; 
where my friend 

Brian Perera lives? 

Be ie) 

Ei 7 | [— i li Non 



During “Fi 9g Final Jeopardy!” ask 
your neighbors for help. 

“What is G m ood! Hey! 

ot That's ing! "a pod 
unker | | what | OFX lade is 

Sing durin g the “Fin 
Jeopardy!” theme iia 

This is Final Je’p
ar-dy, 

Having trouble ITH this cat-e-gory! 

To-day's ch
amp ~— it won't be me! 

w Greek myth-o-lo-gy
! 

riends don't 

ow, 

H-thing , 

like a to-tal he
el. 

on.. Wheel! I'll look 

_ Wish inst 
ead I'd gone..- 

DUM DUM! 



alone in a WaSHROOM 
FOR THE FIRST TIME 



Genetically-altered food has become the scientific community's 
hottest controversy. On one side, there’s the blood- 
sucking, capitalist, multinational agricultural 
companies who say there’s nothing wrong with 
a little gene-splicing here and there to make 
your tomatoes as red as the fire engine 
that came barreling down our street 
that cold October morning and ran 
over our dog. WHY, OH WHY, 
BUTCH?! WHY DID YOU HAVE 

TO DIE!?!? (But we digress...) 
On the other side, there’s 
the know-it-all, do-gooder, 
Ralph Nader types who 
think that muckin’ with 
our food supply might 
not be such a good idea. 
And in the middle there’s 
you: worried that the Pop 
Tart you eat this morning 
will have you dead by noon. 
Are you consuming food 
homegrown in Dr. Frankenstein’s 
lab? Use this handy guide to 
answer the all-important question... 

Are you finding that half a 

lemon goes a lot farther 

than five lemons used to? 

j in rin 
id you ever drop a jalapeno peppe 

ne kitchen that then burned thr
ough 

five floors of your apartment bu
ilding? 

Have you ever spent 3 

minutes trying pie aie Do Ais find yourself trying to avoid buying 

46 rapid self-healing skin? 
ARTIST AND WRITER: TOM CHENEY 

npn fecal a? a. $ o avoid bu 
; : 



a ae wee . os 
iY A iat, fe ae 

Have you ever sliced a watermelon 
in half and found a backbone? 

Simamns 

ou ever had to pop Have yor cernel at a time? 
corn one k 

Do your eggs bounce When you drop them? 

Have you ever Peeled a banana and found it to be “anatomically correct”? 48 



It’s tine to 

meet someone 

we’re sure you’ve 

already met! 

EXCUSE we : 
WHERE ARE 

USTOME TOASTERS ? 

AT'S NO 
ANSWER! I THOUGHT 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
WAS “JOB ONE “! 

OVER THERE, 
SOMEWHERE . 

IT IS. ON 

A SCALE OF 

HI, T'M RUD 
WELCOME TO 
SAV-LESS ! 

How RuDE! I WANT TO 
SEE YOUR MANAGER ! 

OKAY, BUT THEN 
THERE'LL BE Two OF US 

LAUGHING AT You! 

BY THE WAY, YOU LEFT YOUR 

ARTIST: JOHN KERSCHBAUM 

WRITER: DARREN JOHNSON 

NAME TAG ON THE COUNTER! 

Wi 

I NEED A YT’'m SORRY, WE 
NEW CORD FOR} pon'T CARRY WHERE DO 

You SUGGEST 

I'M SORRY, THIS LINE 1S 
FOR TEN ITEMS OR LESS. 
you'vE GOT AT LEAST 

TWENTY THINGS HERE. 

TEN, TWENTY, 
WHAT'S THE 

DIFF ERENCE ? 

TEN, TWENTY, 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE ? 
JUST RING \T UP, 

HEY, YOU OWE 
ME A TWENTY, 
NOT A TEN! 



BERG’S-EYE VIEW DEPT. 

GG) ae 6 =P 
LIGITVTER 

Yes! He's 
getting 
up from 
his nap! 

Listen! 
Did | 

hear the 

baby, Sis? 

Boy, that Aunt Bernice of 
mine is really something! 
She's the kind who builds 
herself up by knocking 
down everyone else! 

| |When I was very young, my 
| brothers and sisters and 
aunts and uncles thought 

| was a big nothing! 

SIaniy ; 

He’ll be wanting his 
bottle! You know how 
cranky he gets if he 

doesn't get his 
bottle right away! 

And my brother, Marty, is the 
world’s biggest moocher! He’s 
always looking for something 

for nothing! And my cousin, 
Francis, is constantly coming 
over to gossip about the rest 
of the family! I'll bet when 

she leaves here, she gossips 
about us! 

So | decided to win their 

love and respect by working 

| very hard and becoming rich 

| and successful! And... 

‘| son-of agun...IDIDIT! 

Hey, girls! | 

didn’t know there 
was an infant in 

this family! 

And my Uncle Lou! 
He's another gem! 
Always mixed up 
in one shady deal 

What infant!? 
We're talking 

about the BABY 
in this family! 

Yep! You 
certainly 

come from 
one crummy 

or another... family! 

{Now I have wealth and 
| status and the whole 
| world respects me... 

SIDE OF 

WHAT!? WHO ASKED YOU?? 
WHAT DO YOU KNOW? YOU’RE 
AN OUTSIDER! YOU ONLY 
MARRIED INTO MY FAMILY! 
HOW DARE YOU TALK LIKE 
THAT ABOUT MY RELATIVES!! 

... except my brothers and 

sisters and aunts and uncles! 

THEY DESPISE ME! 

RELATIVE 
| know! | My Bernard Big deal! Is that so? 

came home My Mitchel Well, my Joany read it! 
with a 90 Jcame home has the lead But don’t 
in Science! | | with a 96! in the class worry! My 

Hmmmm! Your pulse 
is a little high! 

Daddy, he’s been watching the 
TV programs he wanted to watch 

all night! Now, I wanna watch 
a TV program and he won't let 
me! Shouldn’t it be my turn 

to choose?? 

play! Top that! Joany’s 
marvelous 
acting will 
save it! 

Let’s see—you have no 
temperature! You say 
your stomach is upset? 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DAVID BERG 

| Whaddya mean she’s right!? 
Last night, she watched all 

the TV programs she wanted 
to watch! So shouldn't it 

be my turn tonight?? 

What 
4\neighbors!? >», 

They're 

SISTERS!! 

How can there be 
any hope for peace 
between nations 

Billy was chosen when there’s such 
Valedictorian of bitter rivalry just [J 
his Graduating between neighbors? 

Class! Got a smart : zs “ne 
retort on that?! : 

Very funny! It 
might interest 
you to know my 

You do like he says! When 
it comes to medicine, he 
knows what he’s talking 

about! After all, his 
brother-in-law is a doctor! 

Better stay on tea and toast 
for the next 24 hours! You 
should be feeling better 

by then! 
\ 
“ 
4 1/3 

— iy 
BLAS het) 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

What kind of a wishy-washy decision 
is that!? How can they both be right? 

You’re supposed to be a strong father- 
image to these kids instead of coming 
across as a weak, indecisive nothing! 
Shouldn't you take a stand and stick 

to it?? 



Hey, ‘‘Newlywed’”’! 
How's it going? 

| want to warn you € 

about Uncle Max! He’s | do! 

an obnoxious braggart! | 24 And I'll 

According to him, his || enjoy 

is always the best— cutting 

his things, his family him down 

—you know the type! to size! 

Charlie! It’s Don’t bother 

me! Your brother, talking to 
Dick! | gotta me! | have 

talk to you! no brother! 

Ahhh! You're 

just like 

your Mother! 

Well, | can’t 
help it! It’s 
heredity! 

you were marrying the most 
Huh? But | thought you said 

wonderful girl in the world! 

So this is my new Nephew! 

Welcome to our marvelous 

family! And welcome to my 

luxurious home, which is 

the most expensive and the 

most beautiful home in the 

Buster! 

Now 
you’re 

And if | had 

a brother, | 

wouldn’t talk 

to him! 

Charlie, 

listen 

to me! 

Please! 

I’m a product of the personality 

characteristics that have been 

passed on to me! | didn’t choose 
them! You are actually more 

responsible for what | am than I— 

by giving me life! So why condemn 

something | had no control over!? 

Then what’s eating 
you, buddy boy? 

Charlie... I’m 

Boy, did that kid 
just put you in 
your place! 

I’m finding out that when you 

marry the most wonderful girl 

in the world, you marry her 

whole rotten family as well! 

Ha-ha! | like that ‘‘new”’ 
Uncle! Listen, ‘‘new’’ Nephew! 
I’ve been bragging to everyone 
about what a wonderful man my 

niece found for herself, and 

Dick!! Why didn’t you 

say something!? 

f . 

That's exactly what | 

| mean! He’s just 

like his Mother! 



According to the Bible, | 

am not my brother’s keeper! 
Is that so? Well, then, if 

I’m your brother, how about 
lending me five bucks? 

According to the Bible, 
we are all brothers! 

Listen, Don’t “‘brother”’ 
brother— me! I’m not 
; your brother! 

= : 

Oh-oh! Here comes that pesky, eo : Hey, we’d better slow 
tag-along kid brother of mine! i ies TAD <a down... or he’ll never 

“ |Now he’s gonna follow us around rare —— é SAW ons catch up wit F 
*} all day! | can’t stand it when 

he does that! Let’s run and hide! 

| What are you’ } 
| TALKING about? | 
Your Uncle Max 

is a GREAT GUY!! 

| don’t know what fe. 
you people are all 
fighting about! 
After all... 1’m 

not even dead yet! 
TP i) ——— 

I should get Uncle ||Pi You two can Since I’ve been| | I’m afraid you 
Joe’s piano! When ! keep the cash his favorite, may all be 
| was a Child, he || and the piano! I think I’m disappointed! 
loved the way I’d All | want is entitled to As his brother, 
play ‘‘Chopsticks”’ this magnificent most of the I’m next in line 

on it! house and land! };\_ inheritance! Jj for everything! } 
; 1 ye 

i as i y a 

GRAN’MA!! GRAN’PA!! Right away, you Why don’t you 
DADDY’S GONNA have to hit!? try reasoning 

with him first?? 

When | was a kid and | didn’t 
behave, my parents never tried | 
to reason with me! They just HIT ME!!! 
hauled off and hit! WHAmmo! 

And you know what? It worked! 
So that’s what I’m going to do! 

I’ve tried reasoning 
with you... but it 

hasn't done any good! 



TONGUE IN CHECK DEPT. 

Here we go again with another look é 4 
at clods who make bragging remarks 
or antagonizing statements—only to 
have their words later explode in 
their faces, prompting them to say: 

| used to be pretty 
good at this when 

| was a kid! 

BIG MOUTH!” 
Why should | waste SSS §, If you don’t apologize, 

money on lessons? I'm I’m going home to Mother! 
a natural athlete! 

Give me your 

honest opinion! 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL JAFFEE COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

! know a mate from 
a female, and THIS 

one is a MALE! 

C'mon, big shot! Let’s Either that cat goes 
see your fast ball! 

Don’t worry! Barking orl go! 
dogs never bite! 

ee wee oe ee ee a ee we ee ee wwe eee ee eee e ewe mem mew ew em em eee ew we ewe em Oe ee me 

All right, dear! You 
If nobody else wants may keep the Puppy! it’ i 

1 Okay, son... I say it's not fit 
this last pork chop, But remember... YOU hi 1 to eat! What are you 

ll finish it off! must take care of him! try to hit me! ’ 
going to do about it! . 



Scenes We’d Like To See 
ARTIST: JACK RICKARD WRITER: DON EDWING 

Pinocchio 

i) 
he 

The Wizard of Oz 
La Atv ~ 

> Now you have E* 

“OW 7 “Courage”! ~ Fé ), 
You can do 
ANYTHING! 

Kel) 
Clint 

Pete <p rere g oe 
ees 



ry PEN AND STINK DEPT. 

MAN, | Love ME 

A GooD BATH 

fe) BING 

NATHAN BULMER 

fd DINK DA DINK DINK 
DINK DA ia. DINKITY 

KIT LIVELY & SCOTT NICKEL 



COOMBS & COOMBS 

| was shopping 

in the PRODUCE 

aisle and suddenly 

the cabbage 

started talking! 

COOMBS! 

Il founda 

TALKING 

CABBAGE! 

ALEX CLINE 

It said, “The owner of 

the RED SEDAN left their 

lights on!” AMAZING!! 

How does it even know 

what a car is?! 

| wasn’t sure which one 

was talking so | bought 

all of ’em! 

JASON COATES 

ALEX CLINE 

GOT YOUR NOSE 
Apr! Tt's taven turee Years 
AX sea, \F of m4 Finest MeN, 

AND MY RIGHT O4e... But We've 

FINALLY Found it... 

~ | Vue Buried 
treasure oF [ 
cever Willie 

Branton! 

Dia, Pete, 

BRING vo UP AND 
oPeN it, By Con! 

Truty, Few were ceveLer 

tran Crver Witrie BiAnten. 

Ou, How L've 
DReAnt of THiS Mo-- 

JACOB LAMBERT 



THE WORLD'S ONLY TRULY 
UNDEFEATABLE SUPERHERO 

a 

FANTABULAMAN’S ENEMIES GATHER 
AT A CHAIN HOTEL CONFERENCE 
CENTER TO POOL THEIR RESOURCES. 

WE ARE ALL VILLAINS WHO'VE BEEN 
le BY FANTABULAMAN. BUT 

AT'S ONLY BECAUSE HE TAKES US 
ON ONE AT A TIME. 

SURE, HIS LEAD-BASED || DAYS OF TALKY PANEL DISCUSSIONS, 
BLOOD OVERCAME ME, CATERED FOOD AND FLUORESCENT LIGHTS 
RADIATIONMAN. BUT TAKE THEIR TOLL ON F-MAN'S ENEMIES’ 
WHAT IF HE'D HAD TO ATTEMPT TO FORM A UNITED FRONT. 
CONTEND WITH SCORPION 
WOMAN AND THE CLOCK | |(SO ITS SETTLED. WHILE 

¥ 1 SQUEEZE HIS NECK, 
KING ~ ALL AT ROBO-ROGUE WILL 
ONCE ° ATTACK F-MAN'S — 

ABANDONED AS THE VILLAINS 
TURN ON EACH OTHER. 

{ WHAT DID THEY EXPECT? 
94 THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS 

WHEN YOU PUT THE 
GALAXY'S EVILDOERS IN 

w 1 ONE. BALLROOM. aie 

— “he ak : YO ee ee ‘Ly tf 

7 \o ata 
’ ”, . On | wma = 

a Ry» 

45° Aqnual 

REALLY ? MORE 
COFFEE, AND NO 
HAZELNUT CRAP. 

( <<" 
) 

59 



lM AFRAID 

VERY 

RIU 

PHIL MCANDREW 

What? You Oh certainly not. We cured 
Greetings. )(*gasp* You're from don't have {4 Ethe terrible “sense of humor” 
L'm from the |{the Era of Humor” ?1f Hi humor in the {§ #lalong with cancer, the flu, 
215t ceritury. J How terrible. 77** certury?/f fland itchy scalp syndrome. 

Lt’s good you 
escaped. 

No, L'm pretty sure 
I'm from the past. 

C} ) 

Mili a 
{ 

What about that? That guy just Well what about 
Slipped on a banana peel. You thot guy? dor't find larious? His toupee is 

: Se tl hi a blowing away. 

( {( ((( ] i 

That womar's dog) { I hope she Mh Af L’d rather have the flu That’s the best practical joke 
just ate her |] doesn’t get |] f} o horrible, and laugh at people with you've ever played, Zazvox. 
Sandwich. |{too hungry. | f ff boring place'!f I itchy scalp syndrome 
Hee- hee. [L’m going back 1 #) than spend another 

A to the past! } minute in your 
oe “perfect Society.” 

SS 

=o 
oe 
} ts 

Alt JOEY ALISON SAYERS 

60 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

Ss 

= 
| ae Bye 

WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 61 



rT Nee 
WRITER AND ARTIST: SERGIO ARAGONES 

Nae SS ee a — 





THE INDIGNANT HUSBAND 

pl 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 65 



Cy IT'S 'SPLAINING CATS AND DOGS DEPT. 

{le FleS oF 

WanPa 
_ G°IPSTEIN 

» FLENKMan: 

| Whats the eating disorder called | 
when You binge on Your own puke’ 

y 7 

\ | NS 

ce Ni YY ze 

we 

and the nightmare is alwaug the 
Came...mY head stuck on some plague 
dboe a fikeplace...and then the Real 
horeon...iney pul Sunglasses én me! 

a When I got spRung feo the Mackerel. Mavilenance c
linic, 

I { swore 1d nevee fouch the junk again...pur L
 Ran Into 

Zone OLA buddies careving Catnip and the nett ting | 

You know Im Ruining fiquee Qs at 75 miles
 an hour..7ang.. 

66 WRITER AND ARTIST: TERESA BURNS PARKHURST COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

Be exacl Ly goes 
"bipolak mean, Doct 

I know shes my motheg... nd SURE,
 

Hs pow ches aways gen me mY bath. 

But lately if ast foals... WeI®A
. 

- Pack then, I honestly believed my share 

intellect was why I was chesen a¢ 4 laboratory rat 5 

> Put then they gave me three times > 
C cy weight in aRtificiaL sweeteners... _) 

what cruel ToLlY is Youth: 33 
— 

a Thekart-shmeeaey! 
his ANGER management” is A joke. 

Lad bite that brat all over again - 
J because goats axe not for petting ! 
\t dont Care ne it WAS a peiting goo! 

SIVA E AM Cali | al 
jaa) 

; Do, Me. Blat worth, do You. 

think You have 4 problem with 
7 minircking others? » 7 



Ey LET MY PEOPLE FOCUS DEPT. 

Back in MAD #428, we examined the disturbing trend of disposable camera use at wedding receptions, the theory being that by using 

these cardboard Kodaks, guests could “document” the event in a way that paid professionals never would (or would want to). 

Unfortunately, Bar Mitzvahs are also susceptible to this sad development. Sure, at the end of the ceremony, a boy has become a man — 

but that doesn’t also mean that a bunch of relatives have become skilled photographers! The only result is a batch of regrettaHe... 

DISPOSABLE CAMERA 

ee THAT DIDN'T 
By] MAKE THE ALBUM 

q 

besa Over-the-shoulder shot of the 

terrible caricaturist (and proof
!) 

One of the 

parking valets 
telling Dr. Klein 
he just backed 
into his Jaguar. 

)) 

IN Ww 

: S ; : — ii FM . we ii \\\ The Bar Mitzvah boy scared out Sie 

i =F Es. 2 CE ! i Ze AALS | 5) “ wits that he’s never going to see 14. eee el 

_ 
f ° 
fo 

o, 

.\ 

ZN 
Ww, S 

College-age 

‘ cousins pitching 
‘ quarters with 

iddish cup. 
.: 

ay 24 “Boy with Torah” chocolate 

' favor, minus the head. 
VA «=: The Breinber 9 family already 

Planning how to “one up” this party — ; , x Za N 

= TOTTIMANSAY >< when their eight-year-old turns 13. : eee caring “our litte boy 
’ if. i | late i, ay ie Sd hake ig before heari : —_—_— 

a i : fi ch Ae ‘ ay Moments «the fiftieth time. 

is all grown up” fo 
ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN WRITER: BUTCH D'AMBROSIO 69 



i Le as ee 

The Bar Mitz
vah boy LS 

arguing with his 
| | ha Tat Parents over why some ; BAR MITZVAH PHOTOS — ctticcinmoney cor § 

‘HAT DIDN’T MAKE THE ALBU 90 towards an Xbox. Dy 

Sy: Ce re east - 

“Fifteen people
 who should eb

le 

stayed in their 
seats, doing 

e 

Chicken Dance,
 from behin: :

 

fi 

70 



SHORTLY oe R SENDING OUT THE 
INVITATIONS | GOT A CALL FRO 
TAX ATTORNEY. Senda 4 
YOUR ACCOUNTANT REALLY SCREWED UP 
you BETTER LEAVE TOWN FOR. 
PARTS UNKNOWN. 

1 HAD JUST MOVED INTO MY NEw 
APARTMENT S© | DECIDED To HAVE 
A HOUSEWARMING FART Y. 

r } WONDER ‘er —— 
if EVERYBODY 

ee 

a 

— 

WILL BRING } KNEW 
A PIECE OF | SHOULDN'T HAVE 
FURNITURE. LISTENED TQ HIM 

AND DEDUCTED 
MWY /ATESTINAL 

{{ PARASITES As 
SK / DEPENDENTS, 

LUCK\LY THE BUS DRIVER_COLLAPSEp ar AS A BUS LEAVING 
{T TURNED OUT THERE W. THE WHEEL AND 1 WAS ABLE TO STEER + 

SOR PARTS vA Oe Bos INTO_A BRICK WALL WITH A MINI MOR 
MADE SUR T WONDER WHAT OF INJURIES, 

WOULD HAPPEN IF. You'RE PRETTY FORTUNATE — 
L OROVE THIS THING _ MOsT PEOPLE es 

, AVTILITY 
POLE. MISDIAGNOSED. im. 

WHO sHOW UP ATE 
THIS HOSPITAL GETG SO | 

\WION DER 
FT™ How LONG 

A )GOING To THE 
ns BATHROOM? 

IN THE END | WORKED A DEAL WITH 
BOTH THE ILRS. AND my ZANDLOR Db AND 
EVERYTHING TURNED oUT ok. 

ITWAS 
URS, Took FURNITURE ar / NICE OF YoUR 
IN LIEU OF [of LANDLORD 

You RUT IF 
] | V7,|% GoING To 

TUALLY THE AGONIZING PAIN SUBSIDED 

ae WAS ABLE TO BEEP INTO Ny 

ANSWERING N\ACH INE. 

PAYMENTS, 

PAY MY HALE 
en, OF THE RENT 
11 irl YauURE GOING Te 

}| HAVE To START 
LENDING ME 

GIVING SOM 
HAVING You 
EVIcTEn. 

a 8 35 MONTH. AVE PA\ 
penr IN ADVANCE, 

WRITER AND ARTIST: P.C. VEY 



SHELF CONTROL DEPT. 

If you’re a consumer (and who isn’t?) you must 

have noticed that no matter which supermarket 
you go to, your shopping experience is pretty 

much the same: LOUSY! Why? Because all super- y y = = 

kets follow secret, diabolical guidelines 

=e ecee SECRET SUPERMARKET RULES to the public. But t MAD have discovered 
ee ake ae ree here for de first pn XK di dA XK P| di d dk 

WRITER: CHARLIE KADAU ARTIST: PAUL COKER COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

IOS CLE IMLS) RG “a9 Sars ‘ 
\ 

ZS (BON 
ny LS [] LA yas 
2 yy ike / 

( 2 LAK (BOY 

— 

WN) 
ie 

ee ( ° 

Ww 
VS AS\ 

I> SS ner SS 
aS 
= 

414 

Ig] e=- 

ay gia a NO, | re 

mee a Ais es % a3 ! , A Deli Department Rule #29.1: The 
VF ; 4 egg, shrimp, chicken and potato 

salads in display cases shall 
each have a hardened, dried-out 

crust of not less than %-inch. 

a 
‘EX GOO — 

Unit Pricing Rule #96.2: All £ 
products shall be marked in 
such a way so as to make com- 

{ parative pricing impossible. 

LY 
Meat Counter Rule #545.7: Each 3x 

meat package shall contain not o 

less than six (6) ounces of red, if 

sticky, smelly, dripping blood. 

At least 85% of all fruit and 
vegetable plastic bags shall 

Diz 
ws; 

Ow? 

S 7 

ni 2 Wit 
Nak VAS 

VW V 

—— iF NY. ; Coupon Rule #666.2: For any store 
‘merchandise offered in conjunction 

with a newspaper coupon, super- 
market management shall order stock 
in quantities that will fall far short 
of the anticipated customer demand. Z 

a EASES 
Ke UZ K WIG 

-N4 a F 

ce 

" we 

my} = ET ASS 

LT Shelf Stocking Rule #22.8: At 
least 33% of the shelves in 
every aisle shall be blocked 
by large, heavy boxes making 
merchandise impossible to reach. INVZ5 

. 
g 

Checkout Counter Scheduling Rul 
In-Store Announcements Rule #17.6: 
The public address system shall be 
adjusted so that all announcements 

; are blood-curdling, startlingly loud, 
- yet totally garbled and distorted. 

Computerized Cash Registers Rule 
#9.9: All checkout clerks shall be 
required to drag products over the 
UPC scanner a minimum of four (4) 
times before its price registers. 

Merchandise Displays Rule #818.2: 
Product displays shall be con- 
structed in such a way so that the 
removal of any item shall cause ; 
the entire display to collapse. 

(WN StI y 
FA WAS 

UL 

pA 
1 Ve 

z Z| | 
NZI i My ae 

P| i ? Git 

ANAK 
< SS, 

\ 

NY 

) (Ss 

#744.9: During the store’s busiest 
hours, the registers shall be oper- 
ated by the slowest, clumsiest and 

Lone, 7 
hf ON AU 

BM AIRES 1 ] 



FAMILY FUNNIES 

[ PD Th HOW LIFE WORKS: THE AWFUL TRUTH budget crisis! We're pra trouble 

| A) See ONE DAY, WHILE GROUNDED IN MY BED- [IT IS A LITTLE KNOWN FACT THAT THERE 
| ( | ROOM, | GOT To THINKING “WHY ARE | LIMITED AMOUNT OF FUN IN THE WoeUD ‘ 

PARENTS ALL ANTI-FUN AND STUFF?” PARENTS ARE SIMPLY DOING THEIR BEST To 
mi WHAT ARE You : \ im SLow THE USE OF THIS VALUABLE RESOURCE, 
BI DOING IN THERE - Z| | tie) < eZ Stor BOUNCING DOYOU THINK 

0 es 

) | Terre have dite 
I ee 

Ley IS GIVEN A SPECIFIC AMOUNTOF FONT 1 os : OUNT OF FUN, TO | PARENTS AND KIDS VIEW T Uj, wil BE DINIDED UPAS THE PARENTS SEE Fir, | AC FUN. TAKE ONNER ere oe 
CAN | HAVE DON'T GET GREEDY A NOW THA ; : Some FUN, )\ You wap run caer A Vers SIt AND BRINK COeEEE TONIGHT Z NIGHT: Aaa i AND TALK FoR ini toeree 

- aN jen ee SOUND FUN? fe 

Via as” We 
<P> 

USE 
ROUND 

| So, You WANNA YW NAH. 1'M Just FOR YEARS To | 

AT 
<i =| \ GO 00 SOMETHING \ GONNA LAY HERE| S10P REPEATEDLY | 00 YoUTHINK 
DIR BORING ? LENITATING DN TRE) FUN Geows < \ DANG = My 
ali a site SLEEPING UNIT. oN CARBON- aan 

e é . = } F - J 
3 he: 

“Believe me, do not get the one with the steam-iron enn 
x 

ep sire 

no matter how many free minutes they give you b= rs my 
WRITER AND ARTIST: TERESA BURNS PARKHURST 

q : — | 
¢ \ i 3 7 \ | 

CUT OUT THIS FAKE ARTICLE 
AND PUT IT ON YOUR REFRIGERATOR WHEN 

YOUR PARENTS AREN’T WATCHING! 

a q = a : 
- - de a 

| ime BUT (FALL THE FUN IN THE WoRLD GoT SO, DONT BLA mare, USED UP, THAT WOULDN'T BE SO G000, EITHER.| oF THEIR EECORTS FUN Whit BEAR ar 
COME. 

A GUIDE TO LITTLE LEAGUE COACHING SIGNS 

THE BEST ACTIVITY CALORIES ae eee ey — re “is fe wees fa 

eee ae | vies lan BN - BURNED PER HOUR # es ; C Si 
CALORIE-BURNING ACTIVITIES ee ge ' ¢ 

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE ea ssiodeshour 
/ : Mowing a lawn 35 calories/hour 

Washington, D.C. — The National Fitness Council Cleaning up a bedroom 12 calories/hour 

announced today that young people burn calories Taki cate 4d clbcisch 

differently than adults do. To demonstrate, they eg ghee cadens Se lcem aes 
released the following table and said that to be Playing a Game Boy 540 calories/hour 

super-fit, anyone age 8-12 should do more high Watching Cartoon Network 675 calories/hour 4 

See ee clivities (in bine) ane fewer Listening to music 825 calories/hour Shift over to right Whoever farted Step out of the I'm making the next 
low-calorie-burning activities (in green). Hanging out at a friend’s house......940 calories/hour center and stop can’t hold it in for has two seconds batter's box and kid who strikes out 

picking your nose just one more inning? to confess zip up your fly cut my lawn 

AVGVY 3ITYVHO : Yala 



SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
20+ pencils with unique 
tooth marks; 8 1/3” ruler 
(was 12”); and five person- 
ally autographed textbooks 
with witty phrases written 
In Margins. $5.00 whole lot 
ae must go! If not 
0 you, then into th ! 555-8108 yey 

95-year-old brother, 
free to good home. Excellent 
crying and complaining 
abilities, eats mostly Ding 
Dongs. 555-7124 (Ifa 
answers, hang up!!!) 

TOYS 
Talking SpongeBob Doll — 
Slightly damaged. It used to 
Say nine phrases, now only 
Says something sounding 
like “Zgrowbrlervb” over 
and over. $5.47 555-6542 

35 plastic toy Soldiers, most 
of them shapeless blobs, 
injured in The Great 
one ee Glass War of 

- $1.00 or better off 555-1324 = 

Any: 

46 ST 

— 

46ST 

86 ST/AMS 

iyORST 
We wANGS 

ABOUT 
peo 

canes 

ARTIST: PETER BAGGE 

ARE WOUMUST, 

ORYAREWOU)A 

The “total time played” stats on your memory card, which only 
serve to prove to your parents how many hours you've wasted 

playing video games instead of doing your homework! 

from me — they’re 
laugh-out-loud 

FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, | 
HOCKEY AND BASEBALL! / CAN ANYONE NAME THE 

OUR SEASONS OF THE YEAR? 

THIS ISSUE: 

tHE 

JOKE COPMEl 

Penguin & Salsa 

Jokes! 

What’s black 

and white and 

red all over? 

Se 
WRITER: DAVE BERG ARTIST: FRANK STOCKTON 

If you grow feathers, 

lobster claws and fangs, 

seemingly overnight... 

uou’re a mutant! 

If you grow several 

inches in height, 

seemingly overnight... 

you’re just growing up. 

WRITER: ARIE KAPLAN ARTIST: CHARLES AKINS 

ARTIST: TIMOTHY SHAMEY 

Why did the penguin 
cross the road? 

Je 
Who’s there? 

A penguin who? 

Se 
How many penguins does it 
take to screw in a lightbulb? 

se 
A horse walks into a bar. 

The bartender asks, 

“Why the long face?” 
To which the horse replies, 

WRITER: SERGIO ARAGONES ARTIST: CLAY MEYER 
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*On Nationwide 
LAS 

ee Intensive back-stretch sends blood ea 
rushing to lower abdomen and thighs! AAA 

XW Xx 
LOU AN, 
UD | \o see how desperate overweight minutes a day for 5 years. If you’re not xX 
ioe) people are, our Special Con- 100% delighted with the new “you,” try Nolen 
Xx sumer Alert Movement (SCAM) is _ using it 20 minutes a day for the next 10 Leon 
ee offering this truly amazing device. years. If you’re still not in better shape ieee 
ee NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE than our professional models shown XXX 

1), : . above, return the unit for a full refund. YEG 
iv The amazing Bulgin’ Belly Burner 2 ae: : vavata 
yay : : , (Must be in brand-new condition, in 166 

ve will not be sold in any store! It’s only ee : co 
OK : ; original package, to qualify. Please bo 4 

offered by mail, where you can’t get. ; 
YD ? include a $15 restocking charge.) XC 

oS your hands on one until you have already . ss 
nN ) aid for it! Reverse leg-lifts leave hands free to x 

1 @6 P apt ONLY ONE BELLY BURNER take important nutritional supplements! Kee 
A Use it to flatten your tummy, firm 7 AS x b k 1 PER PERSON! Y 
OL } lei eee a ee Seer eel ane Only one unit per customer may be XYY 
v7 FEUD EN SSSe SE OTC EE ae purchased. But we won't insult your intel- vy, 
v6 ) anything you can think of! : : : ; Neee 

; 3 ligence by checking to see if you sent in 
QO Forget about expensive gyms, diffi- ; ' L xe 
YHY It : hi dal thesia multiple orders, so feel free to do so! Y 

se ) ia yee ng frei Ay 2 ‘Ge - i To order, mail this original ad to- ee 
0) id he ies ie il _ a gether with $10 for each Bulgin’ Belly k ree 
ee se f wee See ies, mie Burner, plus $19.95 postage and han- BOS: 
XA. POU EES Se DAES ee tb YN ae dling and $12.76 insurance, and an Nee 

worked 40 minutes with heavy weights £ xX y weights. additional $7.95 for the translated- lege 
sas IRON CLAD MONEY-BACK from-Japanese instruction sheet. Allow XXX 
xX ) GUARANTEE 6 to 8 months for us to ship it and for you Power sit-ups work your arteries lee 
Vek Use the Bulgin’ Belly Burner just 10 _ to forget that you ordered it. to their bursting point! L “ 

} Cockamamie Products, Dept. Y-U, Gullibility, TX. yet 
OD WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO = = PHOTOGRAPHER: IRVING SCHILD rei 
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DO YOU HAVE BROKEN OR UNWANTED 

BUT HAVE NO IDEA WHAT IT’S WORTH? 

WE'D LOVE TO MEET YA! 
You probably have lots of gold items you can get your hands on. They might be sitting around gathering dust in a box... 

hidden in a drawer...stuffed away in the attic...resting on a sleeping relative’s wrist...buried in mom’s coffin...sitting on 

a neighbor’s dresser...shining in a jewelry store window...or even doing nothing in a natural history museum showcase. 

Our trained specialists are standing Why you should trust us and not 

by, ready to carefully hold your jewelry some other low-life fly-by-night 

up to the light, squint at it, and let out business just like us: 

a heavy sigh, dashing any hopes you 

had for getting fair market value for GOLD WATCHES GOLD JEWELRY 1. Phool’s Gold Exchange has been 
your treasured family heirlooms. GOLD COINS GOLD BRICKS uu business for more than 5 years 

; using more than 68 different 

GOLD CARDS GOLD FISH company names — some for as 

We welcome the opportunity to GOLD TEETH — long as one month each! 

evaluate your valuables. Desperate, GOLD’S GYM SHORTS : Often Indicted. Never 

unemployed workers who have : Convicted™ Phool’s Gold 

exhausted their 401ks are especially Exchange ee a eon heen found 

welcome! We beat our competition guilty of doing anything wrong. 

when it comes to making you feel (As of July, 2011) 

good about getting pennies on the SS ee ; x 

dollar for your precious jewelry. <4 a We are experts in state and 

Ran: local precious metals laws and 
ti know how to work around them 

Phool’s Gold Exchange quotes you Qe y Mt (see #2)! 

the highest price possible (not that ni 

we'll ever pay you that much). - m Hn We help you save on taxes. 
< A 3 . —— ; At Phool’s Gold Exchange, the 

taxes customers pay on gold 

transactions are low because we 

pay only a fraction of the gold’s 

actual value — the tax savings 

get passed on to you! 

“I was desperate for cash! Then, I saw Grandpa sleeping in his favorite rr) 
chair with his mouth wide open. I grabbed the pliers and within minutes * | ly 
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WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

I was on my way to Phool’s Gold Exchange with three solid gold teeth! 
I got $400! Thanks, Phool’s Gold Exchange! Thanks Grandpa! Now I’m 
waiting for Grandma to fall asleep! 
— Troy Seezengum 

“A lot of the medals and trophies in my high school’s display case 
looked like they were made of gold. One smashed display case later, 
I found out my hunch was right! Phool’s Gold Exchange paid me 1-800-555-GOLD 
enough to afford bail and hire a top-notch attorney — I’ll be back for directions to the location 
on the street in no time. Thank you, Phool’s Gold Exchange! we’re operating out of that day! 
— Lee Duane Dwanely 
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So versatile, a doctor can use Chef Widgef“to deliver 

a baby! And it works on both boy AND girl babies! 

Buy one at 
$12.95 and get 
the second one 

FOR ONLY $14.95! | 
Or, if you prefer, buy only the second one for $14.95! 

Chef Widgé™ is the amazing 25-in-1 kitchen utensil that 

eliminates the clutter in your kitchen and relocates it to your 

basement or attic! No longer will your life be filled with the 

handmixers, barbeque tools, space-age oven mitts and non- 

stick spatulas we were hawking in ads like this one last month! 

Use Chef Widgé? to lift eggs, retrieve gravy lumps and manipu- 

late malformed pieces of meat! It’s like having an extra set of 

hands (or a first set, if you lost yours while using our Garden 

Widget™ 25-in-1 Lawn Mower/Edger/Chainsaw/Weed Wacker)! 

To order, call: 1-000-Take-A-Wiz 



WELL, ISLE BE DAMNED! DEPT. 

WiIO SAYS BEING 

STRANDED 
CAN'T BE FUN& 

y 

BEACH RULES 
® NO SURFING 
® NO FLOTATION 
DEVICES 

® NO ALCOHOL 
® NO BOTTLES 
@ NO NOTES IN 
BOTTLES 

i OTe: 
% r 

WRITER AND ARTIST: JOHN CALDWELL COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



C'MON, ARNIE, 
IT'S MY TURN! 

REMEMBER THAT TIME IN '79 WHEN THAT 

SHARK TooK A CHUNK OUT OF MY BUTT 2 

LOOK! OUT ON 
THE HORIZON ! 
\T’S SOME KIND 
OF GIANT SEA 
CREATURE !!! 

I'M GOIN NUTS, ED! You 
THINK WE’LL EVER GET OFF 
THIS TROPICAL ISLAND 2 

WHO KNOWS, RAY! BUT | 
WOULDN'T BE SO SURE WE'RE 
ON A TROPICAL \SLAND! 

IN AMINUTE? ‘SOU ALWAYS ( 

4 SAY “IN A MINUTE!” AND YOU 
INA I \/ 7 KEEP ON SAYING, "IN 

Minute ! | & Xf S : MINUTE 7 

HOW ABOUT THAT DAY IN ‘8S WHEN WE 
ALMOST GOT THE ATTENTION OF THAT 
CRUISE SHIP 22? 

THAT WAS 
A CLOSE ONE! 

T's ABIRDIA 
GIANT BIRD! 
NO! it's A 
SHIP! A BIG PINK 
AND GREEN SHIP! 
NO, WAIT... 

WHAT MAKES 
YOU SAY THAT 2 

_.. RIGHT UP UNTIL 
THE WIND DIES 
DOWN tl 

LOOK! ACCORDING 
TO MY CHARTS YOU'RE 
DEAD WRONG! 

THIS \S 

DEFINITELY NOT 
BOY! IT SURE IS FUN EASTER ISLAND! 
LOOKING BACK AT THE 
GOOD OLD Days! 

SOME DAY \'M 
GONNA SHOVE THAT 
KALE\DOSCOPE 
\NHERE THE SUN 
DON'T SHINE! 

WELL, FOR 
ONE THING... 

BOES A TROPICAL ISLAND 
HAVE AUTUMN ? 

\ 

iG 



TALES FROM THE DUCK SIDE DEPT. 

THE GHASTLY GASTRONOMICAL GLITCH 
Go to zee PORTHOLE It is the ZECRET 
and gather a bowl 
of SEA SPRAY! 

INGREDIENT I use 

Oh WOW! 

That dish 
is DELICIOUS! in my CRAB IMPERIAL! 

Y | feel 0 It's SEASICKNESS! 
AWFUL! Don't FIGHT IT! 

i] 

Ch) <6, 
Ley Ss SEA QUEEN] Car-ar-) 

Maybe next time 
I vill SKIP using 
the SEA SPRAY! 



Pleated Double-Knit 
A-line Wool Dress 

Embossed Wedge 
Shoulder Satchel 

y Enamel Cuff 
angle Bracelet 

WRITER: SCOTT “SCAMPERS” MAIKO ARTIST: LEONARDO “SCRAPS” RODRIGUEZ 87 



\ 
Our pleated double-knit A-line dress is a joy with its itchy wool fabric that feels natural 
against hairy bodies. Magnificently complements acacia leaves and soft green twigs as 
the base for a nest, whether in the wilds of Africa or in captivity at the Chimp Island dis- 
play at the Oregon Zoo. Dry clean only, or fling with abandon from treetop when infest- 
ed with parasitic mites. In sizes from 00 to 16. 

Pleated Double-Knit A-line Wool Dress 

$148.00 

) Uy i By) 

Sy Hifi| 
ATM 

Gently ruffled through the bust and waist, our fitted 
Sallam cmeolan) ele\x-Xo Rola lUm-lalelele | alir-|o) demon oX-Mal-lolal-7 
Eleel Van T-Le(el-to Ul om KoN-1 0] oNce).<Iant-1e-) NV alual-We(-1al-1c-1 74-0] are! 
shape of the infant taken from you by poachers. Perfect 
Akola <-X-1o)| ate pn VolU Meo aalol-lanVax- mole MecroM- lao ie]| 9) ol-Tanaal- 
weeks and months away until mating season returns. 

Long-sleeve Fitted Sateen Shirt 
$58.00 

Made of 100% untreated silk which passes safely through digestive system, this floral 
smock blouse is sure to catch the eye — and appetite! Oversized hard plastic buttons 
yield with a gratifying crunch while breaking teeth and/or cutting lips — guaranteed to 
inspire that nosy, lurking primatologist to note a distinctive, identifiable physical charac- 
teristic on which to hang cute nickname on you for a National Geographic article. 

SY] | Moy Ulm wl (on (21 aes) anlovel als 1 (elU-{-) 

$68.00 

PNNiEcle) (Mamma aire Rolm=)\-merico alate all(-<M-laloxolars 
venient for storing pebbles, leaves and twigs for dump- 
ing out for no apparent reason later. Also excellent for 
Mvcr-ldlareMolamelal-¥om at-1-le MN all (-Msiala(-)<iaten 

Jan) ofes-sx-10 MAY -e le [-mslarelel (e(-lmmst=nKeual-1| 
$198.00 



STYLES FOR MALES 

A novelty! Our classic blazer, paired with matching pants and then 
strewn across an elevated tree branch in low wind is guaranteed to 
result in a mildly swaying hominid effigy, sure to inspire both wonder 
and dread! Soon it will be alternately worshipped and feared until an 
apprehensive populace slowly advances upon it with benign, curious 
intent and a sudden gust of wind sets it sailing to the ground where a 
biting, clawing, screeching free-for-all ensues. 

Wool/Cashmere Charcoal-stripe Navy Suit Combo 
$498.00 

LETS , 
The stylish look of this fitted oxford-style shirt is enhanced by French 
cuffs and cotton/poly blend that retains just enough of the tantalizing 
commingling scents of the cheap perfume and pungent feminine odor 
of our minimum wage shipping facility worker who packed it, sure to 
fascinate and excite you for weeks, until you become fixated on 
smelling your finger again. 

Stretch Fit French Cuff Oxford Shirt 

$58.00 

. ns aN 
We've added some stretch to our two-button placket polo shirt! Now it’s 
guaranteed to retain its shape even as you yank it onto your lower 
extremities, which you will as soon as its knitted cotton fabric triggers a 
memory of the diaper you were forced to wear until you were “retired” 
from children’s parties after biting the pinkie off the eight-year-old birth- 
day boy and sent to live on Tippi Hedren’s Wild Animal Sanctuary. 
Reinforced collar can be turned outward to facilitate natural dispersal of 
urine, feces. 

Pique Rugby-stripe Polo 

$39.50 

A pair of classic relaxed-fit chinos is the one wardrobe item you'll clutch 
guardedly the entire monsoon season as it turns covetous heads through- 
out the jungle! Double-reinforced crotch stitch is built to withstand heavy 
tugging, but will produce a satisfying rip when torn in two during more 
heated territorial fights between dominant males. 

Relaxed-Fit Weathered Olive Classic Chino 

$68.00 
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INES-lo [Uern\i-W o) (=lale Meymr-lxelant-ie(en=t-lalel-linietete Manel 
dermatologist-tested body wash, while non-toxic, will 
cause vomiting when you squeeze the capped tube 
until it bursts and then lick the enticing-smelling paste 
off your open palm. Ingest, puke, repeat. 150 ml tube Large, round resin beads give this 16-1/2” necklace with toggle closure its classic, New 
VII Eeiar-lame-1an-daletolamolmr-o[0]ce|ix-lulaleM-laloMc-wic-telUlce|icela England look. Features silk thread which snaps at the first good tug, sending 20 oversized 
ing until your stomach muscles become sore and you kelly green beads clattering to the ground where they will quickly be mistaken for unripe 
lie down in the shade to rest. betel nuts and subsequently swallowed. 

¥-Taor=]iMVofeteM mite] apicey-lualiare mm stele Van Aelia) Vintage Nantucket-style Bead Necklace 
$18.00 $38.50 

Se 
: Nisiun 2 = 
pe ‘o y) wl = 

i Nini’ Ls Vo oD, “ ts WAR zo TN W/V 5 Mei CG 
This wide enamel cuff bangle is detailed with a pastel enamel This imported 18” necklace with base metal setting features a delicately- 
cloisonné daisy plated in 14k gold. Subtle enough for formal or woven 1.5mm carded rope chain substantial enough to quickly become 
business wear, yet heavy enough for use in pounding on half-rotted (lahiclave|(-te Melero ox-liaviel NVmaar-1ae-Xo Minin {ele an ie lem Mal-W(-lce|-B\Vialdal-1a[em ere) ¢-]il of] 6) 
logs to get at the delicious insects inside. Large size and hefty weight design will stand out in stark contrast on your body as others in your troop 
make it an ideal projectile for heaving at the head of one of those become anxious over what will likely be interpreted as disease, quickly 
pain-in-the-ass researchers from the Jane Goodall Institute when resulting in you being shunned you trom communal grooming and other 
feces aren't readily available. social activities. 

Daisy Enamel Cuff Bangle Bracelet Coral Bib Pendant Necklace 
$58.00 $52.00 



Ey DON MARTIN DEPT. 

To E 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN 

MATRCUOTT... 
COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

Give me a good one this time, Louis, 
and pay particular attention to the 
part! You know how fussy | am! 

Yes, sir! Just let 
me adjust the chair 

a little, and... 

91 
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7’ > WT po CHUNKA 

EE | || KLONKA-CHUNKA 

Well... it’s a good, clean part, Louis! 
But you've got it on the wrong side! 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 
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WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 
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-. ox 

; og kin 
e have to stop Count Bloop-deep! [& 
Cuckoo and General 

Greasy! They've 
kidnapped Chancellor & 
Palpitation! Barf More, 

lock in the shields, 
we're flying directly 

into enemy fire! 

But Oldie Von 

sustain a lot 
of damage!) 

Bar Stool, even though 
I could just land, I’m going to 
do a 360 degree spin, bank 

left, swoop right, then a 720 
degree turn, fly between 
those two ships, zig, zag, 

then zig again, swoop up and 
THEN fly to the docking bay! 

And this is the worst one of them all! In fact, it’s... 
Oo =f ses = rite” acetic 

. «. A’long time ago (1977, to be exact), ina galaxy ta 
_ far away (or, to be more precise, Northern Cali ornia), 

a young director named George Lucas released a 

trilogy of movies that people loved! But not content 

with the bazillions he made on the first three flicks, 

Lucas decided to crank out a new trilogy of pre- : 

quels that people...um, well, hated! Why? Because 

even though the budgets and special effects went 

up, the writing and acting went way, way down! 

That’s okay! 
(TRANSLATION: |) The ship's a 

rental! And 
Moldie, the | sprung for the 
ship could “Hit By Laser 

your help 
we will 

Cannons” . need, 
insurance =| Chewing- ff 
waiver! Tobacco! 

P 
e 

a, 
Beep-blop! 

~ (TRANSLATION: Your 
Jet-eye training?) 

Bweeep-boop! 
(TRANSLATION: Why do you 
make things needlessly 

complicated? It only increases f 
the chance of crashing!) Job training! 

| used to work as 
a programmer 
for Microsoft! 

= 

I can’t help it! 
It’s my training! 

That “disturbance” 
was me puking told you, 

all over the place! = | have morning 

No, as | just 

RET 

GGRRRRRAWGH! 
(TRANSLATION: 3 me | was thinking! 
Master Yodel, 

I would be 
honored to 
serve as a 

brave soldier!) 

READ 
Actually, more as 
a new fur coat for 

Cold it is aboard 
these battle 
ships! Purple 
have my green 
nipples turned! 

Oh dear! My 
companion Bar 
Stool is in that 
space battle! 

I need something 
to take my mind 
off of how much 
danger he's in! 

And a 
Er...what two Aw, for 
| meant to Jet-eyes Pete's 
say is that [G are sake! 

it’ll take boarding Could 
MORE than the news 
an army to 
catch me! 

Greasy, 
there is an 
army of 
clones 

chasing us! FF] 

You could 

help me carry | suppose 
supplies to pm you could 
the troops! fF just wander 

| around and 

You could give 
me a hand firing 

these laser 
cannons! 

a ait 

No, | wouldn’t With my 
want to get my —! bad back? 
hands dirty! 

whiny 
P| be a useless, F 

Yes! Our sensors 

indicate that this 
opening battle is 
the best scene 
in the movie... 

and we still have 
# two hours to go! 

‘Ha ha ha! Soon my evil plan will come together! By having you kidnap me, | have 
set a trap for the Jet-eye! Because while they think that YOU are the Sick Lord, it is 
actually me, so when they rescue me and kill you, they should really kill me AND you! 

And to think my horoscope ¥f 
actually said, “The position ff 
of the planets makes today 
an excellent day for begin- 
ning new relationships, 
prudent investments and 
taking over the universe”! 

Lying @$#%-ing horoscope! 

i i 

Actually, it’s 
George Lucas — 

he's the idiot 

Hang on — 
you lost me at 
“kidnap”! So 

And this war that | secretly helped cause by having you help me start it without any- 
one knowing has given me, in my role as Chancellor, which is who | am when I’m not 
the Sick Lord, absolute power over the entire Republic! Soon, in my role as Sick Lord, 

I will turn young Mannequin into an evil Sick apprentice named Dark Traitor and 
with him at my side, I will rule the galaxy, both as Emperor and as the Sick Lord! 

who, exactly, 
is the most 

evil guy in the 
universe? 

who came up 
with this 

ridiculously 
convoluted 
storyline! 

= I have sickness! 
Jet-eye powers, | morning sickness! I'm pregnant! 

I sense a disturbance 
in the Force, Yes! | sense you have No, | sense that | 

Senator AmabDilly! the stomach flu! it’s stomach flu! 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA WRITER: DAVID SHAYNE 



Mannequin, Buzzy Droids All right then, old friend! | suppose we Sorry, | didn’t catch 
are cutting my ship apart! will both die a horrible, painful death, that last part, Master! 

I’m done for! Go on without me! but at least we won't die alone! I was too busy 
preparing to get the 

hell out of here! 

Mannequin, use Think of how he He told me that you look He told me after 
your anger to |g chopped off your terrible in black! That your this movie, your 
destroy Count arm the last "1 hair is soooo out of style! career will follow 

Cuckoo! time you met! 

Just like my golf game — 
every time | swing, it’s a slice! 

And that you're not nearly as || the same track 
a = s Senator AmaDilly! | | as Mark Hamill’s! 

Lf... can’t | ce SR hi —_ 

get that bl nope, still not lio} 3} I'm still not quite | What?! =| 
angry at him! Cr) angry enough! pf Pll KILL him! 

\ ee ‘ | 

Mannequin, now that I'm seven months You've | hope you're right, be- 
you're back, | have pregnant! been | hada cause | had another one 
some good news, away nightmare worry, in which I married an 

and some bad news! That's great! for in which nightmares expressionless human 
What's the EIGHT | china doll with the per- 

What’s the good news? bad news? § months! sonality of a sno-cone! 
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Mannequin, 
I am appointing you 

my personal 
representative to 

the Jet-eye Council! 
You will have all 
the privileges of 
a Jet-eye Master! 

Awesome! | get a Jet-eye Master's 
parking spot! Access to the 

Jet-eye Master's dining room! 
A Jet-eye Master’s corner office 
with a view of all those cool ships 
whizzing by! Ten percent off at 

the Jet-eye company store! What 
a thrill! What an honor! What a — 

Mannequin, you're on the Council! 
You're responsible for reporting on all 

the chancellor's activities! But one thing, 
you're NOT granted the rank of Master! 

Not a Master? 
...but I still get the 

ten percent off at the 
company store, right? 

Mannequin did 
not 

take to his 
assignment of 
spying on the 
Chancellor 
with much 
enthusiasm! 

Much anger 
there is in him! 
Still mad about 
not receiving 

rank of Jet-eye 
Master he is! 

An “I was 
Appointed to 
the Jet-eye 

Council and All 
-| | Got Was This 

T-shirt | saw 

And now to 
the Woolie 
planet | go 
so with the 
Woolie army 
the droids 

The droids | 
shall fight with 
Woolies by my | 

4 side there will } 
be on the 

Woolie planet! 

J | still don’t | 

To war | go, 
with the 

assistance of 

the Woolies, 
who fight 
against the 
droids we 

shall! 

After all these 
years, you’d 
think I’d be 

able to under- 
stand you, but 
it still sounds 

all... you Know, him wearing! 
follow! backwards! 

| think Has it ever occurred to you that we 
this || might be fighting on the wrong side 

war is of this war? What if the democracy 
destroying we were serving no longer exists and 

the the Republic has become the very evil 
principles we have been fighting to destroy? 

of the 
Republic! 

That this war represents a 
failure to listen! And, since we 
chew up all this time making 

ponderous, long-winded 
speeches about democracy and 
Republics, it also represents a 
failure to make an “action” 

movie that actually has ACTION! 

The Dark Side of the 
Force is a pathway to 
things that some 

consider to be unnatural! 

No, like wringing 
every last penny 
out of a franchise 

with lame licensing 
deals! Speaking of 
which, wanna buy 
a Darth Tater Mr. 
Potato Head? 

Like saving 
people from 

What are you saying? 



oh AA ws 
I sense You can tell that he was here from your Jet-eye sense? You've been moody lately! Yeesh! And 

that Oldie |L_ )\ | thought the 
- (\ What? How could you pregnancy 

POSSIBLY SAY THAT’?! was supposed 
I'm (sniffle) JUST WORRIED Ba to make ME 

ABOUT THE BABY! the whiny 
crybaby! 

Von No, my smelling sense! Oldie believes that 
Moldie has © jet-eyes shouldn't marry — or, apparently, shower 
been here! |{ after battle! The funk is strong with this one! 

No fair! Just my luck! All the q Chancellor, Treason, sedition 
Two-for-one robots in the universe to you're and transporting an 

‘| you get a close-out sale at the fight to the death with under arrest! underage Gungan 
‘| four light (4 Tatooine Costco! and | get the one that’s across state lines for 

a bargain shopper! . »| immoral purposes! 

Aarrrrrgh! The wrinkles! The || You think the Chancellor I can’t Chopped-off hands! 
The energy leathery skin! The || has a sour expression on let the when I said “give Chopped-off heads! 
bolts are turkey gobbler |] his face now, wait until f Chancellor me a hand,” This galaxy has more f 
reflecting neck! Wow, the he remembers that one a4 die! Take | didn’t mean severed body parts than 

back on me! Dark Side of the of his first cost-cutting ‘| this, Lace! |p a bowl of Wendy's chili! 
| My face is Force IS unnatural! moves as Chancellor was c : 

shriveling It turns you into to do away with 
up! 



Henceforth, you Does this And And I get that Commander, it 
shall be known as mean you'll we'll corner office with is time for Order 

... Dark Traitor! give me the rule the the cool view 66! Let the 
You are now power to galaxy fq of Coruscant’s Assassination 
my apprentice prevent death? || together? [1 skyline? Montage ripped 
and a member « aa 7 off from 
of the Sick! z : The Godfather 

: commence! 

| Aw man! 
Not aga — URK! 

4 

I’m sorry to I am genuinely No, that you can >] I've heard & Because we are |] No, because already 
inform you that surprised by express actual of afloor |] Kill equally-matched |} released have the sequels 
Mannequin is your reaction! emotion! I’ve never | fight in you, | opponents who to this movie been! And in 

now a Sick Lord! seen you pull off the cannot! merely exist on them we both appear! 
I must kill him! That | *SNIFF* anything but Senate, But kill || Opposite sides || Problem this is with pre- 

would love my “Blank Stare” and I but this is of the same quels — no suspense can 
*SNIFF* No, not husband *SOB* “Long-Winded idi I bh} there be when already we 

Mannequin! *SOB* 7] no matter what? |4 Monotone Speech”! \ I i know which characters live! 
285 



The flaw of power is Oh yeah? Then, take this! The flaw. : Helllllllpppppppp! = ee : "Because 
arrogance! of bad aim! ; My skin is apparently 

YEEOWCH! You just cut I was going t | on fire! | youright, | | One, then you've 

You hesitate — the off three of my limbs! |} for your I feel like | turning to | | why won been | 
flaw of compassion! What do you call that? “Li'l Wookiee”! Joan Rivers )} evil! You you save chosen to 

after her 8,000th [3] werethe | @ be burned | — 
chemical peel! | Chosen One! = to acrisp! | _ 

= eae 

Lord Traitor, | have some good | Well, | can handle 
news and some bad news! You that as long as my | 
are now half-man/half-machine, wife is safe! What's | 

encased forever in a suit of the good news? 
armor, forced to use a respirator - 
to breathe and at the service of 

Our only hope is The boy will be 
these twins, and | | We're hiding Laidup hidden on the home offense, 
hide them from with the leader of a planet of Mannequin Master 
the Emperor | galactic rebellion Skystalker with Yodel, but 
we must! who is sure to be the Mannequin’s family! || the fact 

In great danger number one target Also, change his last | | that you’re 
they willbe, | on the Empire’s name, we will not! || 900 years the greatest force of pure evil 

so the girl will | | hit list? Could we A perfect disguise old is the universe has ever known! 
live with you, | could come up with this will be! || beginning a 
Fail Organic! ||} adumber plan? L& : to show! 

= : Ruling the galaxy will 
Cape...leather suit...mask! You be easy! But the summer 

/@ stop us! One who is much like you! §] Skystalker...? | ; The stole my act, kid! But THIS man in box office... more 
p SS Mba black has been around a long time, § difficult! | sense the force 

| Batman! fy and he's Ss} is strong with this one! 

to rule! But there is one who could younger 



THE SCHMUCKS STOP HERE DEPT. When you think of great classical 
music, certain names come to mind: 

Beethoven, Chopin and Bach, to name a 
few. Well, now you can add two more 
names to that venerable list. Here’s... 

ao = = —>t 

ae ~ a 

gets so wrapped up in MELVIN expertly times 
the drama of the music that he his armpit squeezes to match 
unknowingly begins to tap his each crash of the cymbals. 

hands in time with the percussion. 

waits outside the stage entrance MELVIN is grilled by the police, but technically, 
holding a single long-stemmed rose, to show there’s nothing they can do about him standing on 
his appreciation for the diva’s performance. Lyle Lovett’s street 14 hours every day. 

ARTIST: KEVIN POPE WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 101 



MELVIN prefers the private balcony 
so he can chuck Junior Mints down 

the lead soprano’s cleavage. 

JENKINS quietly follows the opera's VIN ends every act, regardless of con- 
libretto in its original Italian. text, by jumping to his feet with a hearty 

“Heyyyy Macarena!” 



el 

JENKINS fancies himself an audiophile, and 
uses imported speakers and a classic turntable MELVIN uses vintage Caruso 78 

fo capture the richness of the original vinyl. records to teach his pit bull how to fetch. 

risbee goes down the sewer, 

JENKINS is overcome with emotion MELVIN wets himself every time 
every time he hears the melodious he hears the moronic sound of a 
sound of the Three Tenors’ voices. Three Stooges eye poke. 

i 
JENKINS studies how the sudden transposi- MELVIN is certain that if he could only fill a 
tion of the brass section is sometimes used to tuba with enough soapy water, he could blow 
underscore the dramatic arrival of the gods. a bubble the size of a Chevy Lumina. 
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vol 

ry IN BLOG WE TRUST DEPT. 

[3 February|01:27pm] 

[mood] / <x \contused] 

[4 February|04:30pm] 

[mood| [2S\vnervous] 

[5 February|03:57pm] 

[mood| 7 -\annoyed] 

[5 February|09: 06pm] 

[8 February|03:41pm] 

[mood] [surprised] 

WRITER: TIM CARVELL 

[About Me] 

[Name] Tad] 

[Age| Older than Hannah, younger 

than Montana] 

[Least Favorite Color: |Gangrene] 

[3 February|08:44pm] 

[6 February|05:46pm] 

[mood| [esenxious] 

ARTIST: BRIAN DURNIAK 
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SERVING COUNTERAT TACK DEPT. 

WRITER: MIKE BIRTCHET ARTIST: AL JAFFEE COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

Two cheeseburgers, two 
ac = shakes, and a couple of 

MooseM S 4 . fries, you little squirt! 

ie co 

-.-managers who lay down ... having to be polite to your worst enemy? 
the most cockamamie rules? 

—— 
2 ERD 

BARFBURGER 
CELEBRATES OPENING ITS 

...seeing the company blow its profits on new stores ...rude customers who misinter- se running low on change, then get- ..-““Help Wanted” signs that make fast- 

instead of better wages and benefits for its employees? pret coupons and blame you? ting hit with ten $20 bills in a row? food work look like a great career? 107 



WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 



WRITER: CHARLIE KADAU 

ARTIST: JAMES WARHOLA 



\ i, y g AZ ‘4, OA TAD, SA. LSD SL Zl “F, 

GLP [EEE = Ld EEL CLE TLL ———— oo Li Li: Mba 

<2 THE ECCH MEN DEPT. 000 Fe 
Sg pUUC-/" PLCAHZC=@-_ HPP» YY ty Wy YS YOY I YELL iit fy 

= -_) FEA-IFESIPRINE RUBS A COMIC BOCK COUIBITIONS 
fanhoy! If you’re lucky, you might see a cloud that 
sort of looks like Jimmy Olsen! We hate to break 
it to you, but there aren’t four Supermen—i 

x 
re Shree 

SN 

XQ ‘\ 

fact, there isn’t even one! Wolverine, Green Lan: G 
tern, Commissioner Gordon...you name it, they’re YZ, 
all fake! But don’t despair, because you still - iy 

ay have the chance to meet some of these... 
. - ey) ra untae WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN ARTIST: AL JAFFEE COLORIST: CARL PETERSON te 7 GY 4 LLL DIDLZIE “ep LCT XY RE 3 SOE ee 

WY fsriotnaany/ pO YU GD Gir 4 a, UNA a iQ BRUNSON ASS NRO (47) "HE ADVENTURES VE Uy EXTREMELY RARE B27, pak, 77 L ANE SO y ti OF BA RPL Ss 
ZX OUI Z te “Rey vis Boar, Unfortunately, this perennial hero 

= AS never seems to wear the belt for his | 
pants taut enough. 

LS, 
SPS 

4 

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
This character can be seen sticking 

like glue to his personal hero/artist, 

| following him from the signing 

tables to the elevators to the bathroom. 

SGT. FURY 

; 
This rambunctious roustabout is the | _ i 

| : 
hero who corners his favorite comic a 

in er enh cmt | 
book editor demanding to know how ae mint ¢ , 

ensuring he'll lose twice as much on he could possibly kill off Streaky the 
his investment. Super-Cat. 

yaue os 
GRE At IDEA? 

HAWKEYE 
This ultra-anal hero demands to 
know how the Penguin could say 
he’s “always hated the cursed Bat- 

Signal,” when every-body knows the 
Bat-Signal didn't even appear until 
Detective #64 — a full six issues 

after the Penguin's first appearance. 
This pre-programmed character is 

the guy who systematically asks all 

175 professionals at the con where 

they “get their great ideas.” 

en he 
ff z wr’) 

KID ETERNITY he 
This super-villain goes to every sin- 

gle panel discussion, always man- 
aging to ask each speaker a 9-part, 

15 minute question. 
every artist he meets of ripping him off 
because of the “incredible similarities” 
between their professionally drawn 

characters and the stick figure scribbles 
g) he sent around to comic book companies 

years ago. 

THE ATOM 
This hero's super-human vision can 
detect even the most microscopic 

molecular defect in the condition of 
any comic ever printed — and 

demand a 75% discount on the price. 

WM INN 

4 ‘ 

t4 

Nika Sale MA Uj Sad 

THE WATCHER 
This truly scary individual takes a 

position exactly 42 feet across from 
his favorite artist, and stares with 

unblinking bug eyes for the 
next four hours. 

I \ 

JUGGERNAUT 
This single-minded superhero won't 
rest until he's shown his rotten art 

portfolio to every single living 
human at the convention, including 
the hotel concierge, the security 

guards and the guy who comes to fix 
the ice machine. 

When a hot artist finally leaves his 
table, this scary creature Swoops 

down immediately, hoping for unfin- 
ished sketches, dried-up pens, 

crumpled coffee cups, or any other 
valuable loot that was left behind. 

WONDER WOMAN 
Any live woman at a comics 

convention, frankly. 

This avenger wraps up everything in 
his collection with acid-free mylar 
the second he touches it — which 
may explain the mystery of what 

happened to his pet cat. 

DOCTOR OCTOPUS 
This unsteoppable fiend won't quit 

until he hais grabbed up every bit of 
free sttuff he can physically 

hoist away. 

BIZARRO 
Just what does this guy do with 
275 copies of Jughead’s Jokes 

#63, anyway? 

MISTER MIRACLE 
This one-of-a-kind convention 

favorite is the guy who has actually 
been with a woman. 

PA 
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SAPPY ENDINGS DEPT. 

MADS NEW TWISTS TO OLD TALES 
WRITER AND ARTIST: PAUL PETER PORGES COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

Sema CRESAR SRR ea 

ALADDIN ARRESTED FOR USING 
ILLEGAL ALIEN LABOR 

Pe =D IN A SHOE MOVES TROJAN HO IN PATTERN OVER NEVER-NEVER HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME OLD WOMAN WHO LIVE 
16 ANG THEN RBIOUTED TO DALLAS-FT. WORTH ADVERTISES DESIGNER JEANS INTO A HIGH-RISE HOUSING PROJECT BECAUSE OF STRUCTURAL DEFECTS a 



ONE WEDNESDAY EVENING 
IN A RESTAURANT MEN’S ROOM 

| (ao) 

EMPLOYEES 
MUST WASH 





dal 
ASSLE DEPT. La A MAN'S O ‘s the unbridled 

b 

: 

? First, there's t nie 

a 
ii 

new home dough (Hee anemia other ee ee wee 

. 

7 
| ar 

; than buying a h dough to a ring over page > 
H 

f S ra f) } 

—————— as Rone ists ly trying to “ ee absolute en ate g's better eee 
O 

er VS eC 

_—_——— 
a othe to an AM done i fo pick youn dea ne raise CD player to aera 

y, 
— 

cups I audiophile magazines eae who'd sell an e ey is done, and you're ap tionecs 

(2; 

——— 
a ith a slimy electronics sale sion! But finally, the imple, easy-to-follow di 

7 
a ae the seven sat Nuaarhiee to do is follow the simple, 

mother eystem. All you 

r, 

P 
ys 

7 

to install your new a il I era “ING INStructions Owner's Record 
i 

The Model ang Serial numbers are €N unit is Stolen, use the additio 
to these Numbers when filing a poli Ce report, rs in the Spaces below, umber of thief’s etaway car Refer 

; 

Problem? 

Model No. ie ee 0 NOT RETURN UT TO THE STORE 

Car Make 

For immediate help with installation, Call our 24-hour info hotline 

1-900-555-BiLK (ust $2.99/minute Mon - Fr 3 A.M.—5 A.M. 

: 

Serial No, 

Mountain Time, Sat/Sun 10 4 —Noon Pacific Time), 

Sar 

; 

Our Guarantee: A qualified Customer Service Representative 

License No. ee 
ee 

Will Speak to you abou Purchasing additional] Products from us 

This symbol indicates 
Lous 8YMboI indicates 

“a dangerous Voltage” 

“overpriced accessories” 

within the Product that 

|OTHY SHAMEY Oe ance iceeae 
IN WRITER: DARREN JOHNSO 

which are 
Presents a r isk of electric 

This Symbol 
indicates 

not included 

“consumer 

with the Product that 

reaction” to 

aos 
Present a risk of Outraged 

Overpriced 

shock and Personal injury, 
Shock and Personal debt. 

- »\ | Outline 

i eT! 
Ou, 

N COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAI 

accessories. 

2 Ventilation 
Cord Protection lots and Openings in the unit 

A short Power-supply Cord is housing are 
Provided to reduce the risk of Provided for ventila- tion and Should n 

hanging one’s self ever be blocked, They have also been 

Over frustration 
Specially engi- 

with these 
neered to allow 

Complicate 
dust and small 

Step-by-step 
Objects to fall 

instructions. 
inside and cause 

y.) Me theater System is 
Simple if you pay $300 ire an authorized Mr. 

[ installation technici 
Permanent damage, requiring 

ae Otherwise vou 

the Purchase of @ New unit. 

Spend weeks deciphering these Poorly drawn 

: 

diagrams and needlessly Complex instructions. 
3. Water ond Moisture 

Mr. Movie™ iS aco 
4. Servicing 

© Not use this unit near DO NOT REMOVE OUTER 

water, for example, in a 
PANEL FROM UNIT! On| 

flooded basement, 
a Service p 

Shark tank, 
Carnival dunking booth, or While going through 
a Car wash 
without a Car. 

the industry- 
leading shoddy workmanship 
Of Mr. Movie’s 
internal Parts, 5, Handy Tip 

6. Child Alert 

Do not throw away the Carton Do not allo 
and Packing Materials. 

i 

. 

hey will be useful 

Simulates the same headache- When transporting 

inducing €cho and eardrum-damaging reverberation 

that are Produced jn concre 

ee 

dou the system for 
te sports arenas 

inevitable and fre- 

bling as Concert halls. 

quent repair work, 



Connecting Audio Equipment To Mr. Movie™ Surround Sound Home Theater System 
Speaker syste! 

Surround CO 
Speaker system 

SB] 
O} LO 

CD player 

DAT deck 

Coffee Maker 

m (A speakers) 
Monitor TV O or an amplifier Toaster Speaker system (B speakers) 

© for center speakers ®@ @ 
@ © 

Oro 

#, 
Fire extinguisher 

lJ 
TAPAS Za 4 Vs 

x S ie: More leftover plugs 
\> 
q 

OUT 

yo 

OUT Ar Sy SY 
SA 

Leftover plugs Q ( 
y : 

U WS 
‘6 

\ 
YS 

Exterior 

gas and clutch pedals 

Power supply cord 

Tape deck 1 

Mr. Movie™ Parts Identification 

1 POWER switch 10 

2 AUTOMATIC TAPE JAM button 
1 

3 PASSENGER SEAT EJECT 
button (optional) fi 

4 SURROUND MODE 
selector (Dullby, Hall) 13 

5 LAUNDRY MODE selector 14 
(Wash, Rinse, Spin) 

6 ENHANCED BASS FEED- 15 
BACK indicator 16 

7. VEEBLEFETZER 17 
foe) AIR BAG ON/OFF switch 

9 PANIC button 18 

RADIO STATION 
TUNIFICATION knob 

BUTTON THAT DOESN'T 
SEEM TO DO ANYTHING 

OIL PAN drain plug 

VOLUMIDIFIER knob 

SPEAKER HUM 
ACCELERATOR switch 

SELF-DESTRUCT button 

FAKE USB PORT 

COOL-LOOKING (yet pointless) 
FLASHING LIGHT DISPLAY 

HEADPHONE JACK 



1 POWER ON/OFF switch 

2 PHASER STUN/KILL button 

3 VOLUME +/- buttons 

4 VOLUME +/x buttons 

5 BEARD/MUSTACHE TRIMMER 

6 SOUND MUTE button 

7 DEAF MUTE button 

8 GARAGE DOOR opener 

9 FISH scaler 

10 PHILLIPS HEAD screwdriver 

11 TOOTHPICK 

12 THREE-INCH WOOD/BONE saw 

13 MELON baller 

Unit will not turn on 

Channel and volume change 
sporadically during program 

The bass sound lacks “punch” 
and the treble is “tinny” 

There is an abrupt power loss Failure to pay your 
sky-rocketing electric bill 

You are mindlessly humming Irritating hum is heard 

Minimum payment on credit 
card is higher than rent 

NORMAL Mode 

FRONT CENTER FRONT 
SPEAKER (L) SPEAKER SPEAKER (R) 

= 

2 

eg 
REAR EAR 

SPEAKER (R) SPEAKER (L) 

ANNOY THE NEIGHBORS Mode 

REAR An) 
SPEAKER (L) by) 

Np) D)) . 

®))B) REAR y 
SPEAKER (R) 6 Zi 

HEARING-IMPAIRED Mode 
usually as a result of THX mode 

FRONT 
SPEAKER (L) SPEAKER (R) 

Bye 
REAI 
SPEAKER (L) a 

SPEAKER (R) 

Unit is not connected 
to power-source 

Remote Control is under your butt 

Your speakers stink 

Suckered by obnoxious audio 
salesperson looking for 
a fat commission 

CRAPPY SOUND DUE TO 
LOUSY FLOOR PLAN Mode 

HOME DRIVE-IN THEATER Mode 

ABNORMAL Mode 

FRONT 
SPEAKER (R) 

RE 
SPEAKERS 

LUCASFILM THX 
“LOUDER THAN CRAP” Mode 

ah A 

aOR 

MY DAMN EX TOOK ME 
TO THE CLEANERS Mode 

SPEAKER 

u1)})] 

Plug unit in, moron! 

Remove Remote Control 

from under your butt 

Buy an expensive pair of our Mr. Movie 
Surround Sound™ Sound Speakers 

Purchase a Mr. Movie Power Pal™ 

Gas-Powered Generator 

Shut the heck up 

Hock system, file for bankruptcy 



MAKE = YOUR OWN’, 

at. am . WHILE HELPING. __.. 

fe 

ROTTA “STINKY” MICHAEL PHELPS 

* THE HUTTLET 

2 
eK 

. . “AS THEY DESPERATELY ! zt 
° ‘ . _ ; TRY TO ESCAPE... * ®. o's a , ee 

REALIZES THEY’VE STOLEN * 
iE PLANS TO... 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 

Ae meh nba ne rr nares, 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN WRITER AND ARTIST: ANTONIO PROHIAS 126 



A “SNAPPY HERE WE GO WITH ANOTHER RIDICULOUS 

ANSWERS TO MAD FOLD-IN 
STUPID QU ESTIONS” What can you do when some flake poses a moronic query to you? 

SNOWBOARDING Sure, you can shoot them an icy glance, or give them the cold shoulder 

CONVERSATION — but other than that, you really just have to weather their idiocy. 

FOLD PAGE OVER LEFT 

IS THAT YOUR 
NEW SNOWBOARD? 

NO, IT’S MY MOM’S 
OLD IRONING BOARD! 

DO YOU 
STAND UP ON |‘ 

THE BOARD? 
LIE PRONE 
ON IT! 

DO YOU 
HAVE A 

WAY TO STOP? 

YES, 
"LL TURN 

AND GO UPHILL! 

GOOD! THEN YOU WON'T HIT THE... 

= ‘ 

WRITER AND ARTIST: AL a al 

y . an ——————- 



A “SNAPPY 
ANSWERS TO 

STUPID QUESTIONS” 
SNOWBOARDING 
CONVERSATION 



If you think “Intense” is where 
you sleep on a camping trip, 

you're ready for... 

See eiecieie 
Sesesesie 

Yy Cy Cy 

~—< 
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DRIPLEY'S. 
BELIEVABLE 
MUSEUM 

THE | 
supermarket | == | | EXPERIENCE 

Pages and pages of our dumbest and most intense MADness 

1ice)aaintal=wanle\e(-v4lacomiar-vml lars) e)ig=.em lal-m alia @r-lacele)amN(-18)\(0)4,@S010)) A 

including... 

Bored of the Rings! 

Star Bores Epic Load III! 

Spy vs. Spy! / Planet Tad! / Brain Drool! 

PLUS is 

Slack-jawed Video Gamers! 

Sappy Superheroes! 

Stupid Bumper Stickers! / Stylish Monkeys! US $12.99 @ CANADA $15.99 (cheap!) 

And More! MAD 

Editor’s Note: To enjoy this book to its fullest, you must be either intense or dumb (or both)! 
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